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Ref.No.CIL:XI(D)
To,

Listing DePartment,
Bombay Stock Exchange Limited,
14th Floor, P.J.Towers, Dalal Street,

Mumbai- 400001
Scrip Code 533278

and

Dated..2|.07.20

:4 1 5 7 I 41 56.,2020:

To,
Listing DePartment,
Natioial Siock Exchange of India Limited,
Exchange Plaza,Bandra Kurla Complex,
Bandra (E), Mumbai - 400051'
Ref: ISIN - INE522F01014

Bqu

d (CIL) to IEPF Authoritv

Dear Sir,

WeareenclosinghardcopiesofPressreleaseissuedon2l,oT,2o2oinoneEnglish
(All Editions) and one Bengali newspaper i'e'
newspaper namely Hindu Business Line
Final Dividend 2012-13 and Equity
Bartaman publishing the Notice of Transfer of Unclaimed
Authority'
Shares of Coal India Limited (CIL) to IEPF
please'
This is for your information and records

Yours faithfullY,

ttKt
(M.Vi swanathanArH"GT6il?l;I)
Company SecretarY/*Tff

&

Encl: As above
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* ২১ জুলাই ২০২০ বর্তমান [৭]

দরন দিনন এক লক্ষ, দিনে কনোনা
সংক্রমণ বাড়নলও কমনে মৃর্যুহাে

নয়াদিদলি: তিন তিনন আরও এক লক্ষ। আর এভানেই
সোমোর সিনে কনরানা আক্ানতের েংখ্া ১১ লক্ষ
ছাড়িনে সেল। পাোপাতে, েি ২৪ ঘণ্াে নিুন কনর
েংক্াতমি হনেনছন ৪০ হাজার ৪২৫ জন। একতিনন
এখনও পর্যতে এটাই েনে্যাচ্চ। িনে, ভারিনক স্বততি
তিনছে কনরানাজেীর েংখ্া। সেইেনগে প্রতিতিন কমনছ
মৃিু্র হারও। এই পতরতথিতিনি ভ্াকতেন তননে

েুনলড়টন অনুরােী, েি ২৪ ঘণ্াে সিেজুনি কনরানাে
প্রাণ হাতরনেনছন ৬৮১ জন। সমাট মৃিু্ ২৭ হাজার
৪৯৭। েুথি হনেনছন ২২ হাজার ৬৬৪ জন। সমাট
কনরানাজেীর েংখ্া ৭ লক্ষ ৮৬ জন। েুথিিার হার
৬২.২২ েিাংে। আইতেএমআর জাতননেনছ, রতেোর
২ লক্ষ ৫৬ হাজার ৩৯ড়ট নমুনা পরীক্ষা হনেনছ। ১৯
জুলাই পর্যতে সমাট ১ সকাড়ট ৪০ লক্ষ ৪৭ হাজার

দেশে কশ�োনো এক নজশ�

 দিনে দমাট আক্রান্ত ১১,১৮,০৪৩ জন। মৃর্যু
২৭,৪৯৭ জননে। সুস্থ হনয় উনেনেন ৭,০০,০৮৬
জন।
 েীনষ্য মহারা্রে। আক্াতে ৩ লক্ষ ১০ হাজার ৪৫৫
জন। মৃি ১১, ৮৫৪ জন
 দবিরীয় স্থানন রাদমলনাড়ু। আক্রান্ত ১ লক্ষ ৭০
হাজাে ৬৯৩ জন। মৃর ২,৪৮১ জন।
 িৃিীে তিতলি। ১ লক্ষ ২২ হাজার ৭৯৩ জন
আক্াতে। মৃিু্ হনেনছ ৩,৬২৮ জননর।
 চর্র্থ কণ্থাটক। আক্রান্ত ৬৩,৭৭২ জন। মৃর
১,৩৩১ জন।
 পঞ্চম উত্তরপ্রনিে। আক্াতে ৪৯, ২৪৭ জন।
মৃি ১,১৪৬ জন।

মহারাষ্ট্রের কারাষ্টে কষ্টরানা মুক্ত মহহলার হাষ্টে সষ্টদ্যাজােষ্টক েুষ্টল দদষ্টছেন নাস্স।-দিহিআই
আোর কথা শুতননেনছন এইমনের অতিকি্া ডাঃ
রণিীপ গুনলতরো। সিেীে প্ররুততিনি তিতর কনরানাড়টকা ‘সকাভ্াকতেন’-এর ট্াোল এতিন সথনক শুরু
হনেনছ জাতননে তিতন েনলন, মানে েরীনর প্রনোনের
প্রাথতমক তরনপাট্ হানি আেনি কমপনক্ষ তিন মাে
সলনে রানে। সিনে তিতর এই ভ্াকতেন তননে প্রি্াো
প্রচুর। তেনবের সর সিেই প্রথম িা তিতর করুক না
সকন, ভারি েণহানর িার উৎপািন করনে। আমরা
উৎপািনন তেদ্ধহতি।
সোমোর েকাল ৮টাে স্বাথি্মন্ত্রনকর সিওো

৯০৮ড়ট নমুনা পরীক্ষা হনেনছ।
এতিনক, কনরানা সথনক সেনর উনে সোমোর কানজ
সরাে তিনেনছন তিতলির স্বাথি্মন্ত্রী েনি্ন্দ্র তজন। এতিন
েকানলই েহকমমীর কানজ সরাে সিওোর খের সঘাষণা
কনরড়ছনলন মুখ্মন্ত্রী অরতেন্দ সকজতরওোল। েি ১৭
জুন কনরানা আক্াতে হনেড়ছনলন েনি্ন্দ্র। েি্মানন
প্রতিতিন তিতলিনি কনরানা পতরতথিতির উন্নতি হনছে।
এই পতরতথিতিনি এইমে অতিকি্া গুনলতরো
েনলনছন, সিনের তেতভন্ন রানজ্ েংক্মণ আকাে
ছুঁনলও, তিতলি আনেই েংক্মনণর েীনষ্য সপঁনছ তেনেনছ

তে এতিনই
ততিনই মারণ
েনল মনন করা হনছে। পাোপাতে,
ভাইরানে আক্াতে হনেনছন মহারান্রের েস্ত্রমন্ত্রী
আেলাম সেখ। তিতন তননজই টু্ইট কনর একথা
জাতননেনছন। েনলনছন, আতম েি্মানন উপেে্যহীন
এেং তননজনক তেড়ছেন্ন কনর সরনখড়ছ। আমার েংস্পনে্য
রাঁরা এনেনছন, িাঁরা পরীক্ষা করান।
অন্তিনক, েংক্মণ োিনিই লখনউনের সেেতকছু
জােোে লকডাউন সঘাষণা কনরনছ উত্তরপ্রনিে
েরকার। ইতিমনি্ লখনউনে কনরানা আক্ানতের
েংখ্া আিাই হাজার ছাড়িনেনছ। সরখানন েি ৫
জুলাই পর্যতে এক মানে লখনউনে কনরানা সরােীর
েংখ্া ড়ছল মাত্র ৩২৯ জন। এছািা, রতেোরই সকরল
েরকানরর পক্ষ সথনক েলা হনেড়ছল, রানজ্ সোষ্ী
েংক্মণ শুরু হনেনছ। সেকথা মাথাে সরনখ একেনগে
৫০ হাজার পর্যতে কনরানা সরােীর ড়চতকৎোর
েনন্দােতি কনরনছ তেজেন েরকার। সেজন্ কনরানা
ড়চতকৎোর জন্ হােপািানলর েংখ্া োড়িনে ৫৬ড়ট
করা হনেনছ।

ভতি্ প্রতক্ো চালানি কখন, কীভানব অযুাদন্টবানয়াটটক, ১৯টট দননি্থে সেকানেে
স্ুনল তেক্ষকনির
চাই, উেল িাতে
,

দনজস্ব প্রদরদনদি, কলকারা: স্ুনল
একািে এেং বিািে সরেণীনি ভতি্
প্রতক্ো শুরু কনর তিনি হনছে। তকন্তু িা
োমলানি তেক্ষকনির স্ুনল আনার
সকানও েরকাতর তননি্যে সনই। ভতি্
প্রতক্ো েুষ্ুভানে েম্ন্ন করার জন্
রানি তেক্ষকনির স্ুনল আনার ে্াপানর
েরকাতর আনিে জাতর হে, সে ে্াপানর
তেক্ষােড়চে এেং মি্তেক্ষা পষ্যনির
বিারথি হনেনছ একাতিক তেক্ষক েংেেন।
একািে সথনক বিািে সরেণীনি ভতি্র
প্রতক্ো ১৫ আেনস্র মনি্ সেষ করার
কথা েনলড়ছল উচ্চ মাি্তমক তেক্ষা
েংেি। তকন্তু সোমোরই আনরকড়ট
তেজ্ঞতপ্ত জাতর কনর েলা হনেনছ, রি
িািািাড়ি েম্ভে সেই প্রতক্ো সেষ
করনি হনে। অথ্যাৎ এ মানেই িা শুরু
কনর তিনি হনে স্ুলগুতলনক। ১ আেস্
সথনক স্ুলগুতল তননজনির ছাত্রনির
একািনে ভতি্ করার প্রতক্ো শুরু
করনে। িা চলনে ১০ আেস্ পর্যতে।
অন্ স্ুনলর পড়ুোনির একািনে
ভতি্র প্রতক্ো শুরুর কথা ১১ আেস্।
চলনে ৩১ আেস্ পর্যতে। এই তেজ্ঞতপ্ত
জাতর কনরড়ছল মি্তেক্ষা পষ্যি। সোটা
প্রতক্োড়ট চলনে অতভভােকনির
মাি্নম। এই েমে রানি স্ুনল
অতভভােকনির তভি না সেনি রাে,
িাই একািে সথনক বিািনে ভতি্র
প্রতক্ো আনে োরনি চাইনছ েংেি।
িার জন্ স্ুনল চাই তেক্ষকনির।
পতচিমেগে তেক্ষক েতমতি, পতচিমেগে
িৃণমূল মাি্তমক তেক্ষক েতমতি এই
িাতেনিই ড়চড়ে তিনেনছ েংেিনক।

কনোনা পনব্থ স্্নেন্টস দহলর দহানম
হনছে এন আে এনসে দবিরীয় কযুাম্াস

দনজস্ব প্রদরদনদি, কলকারা: কনরানা
পে্য না সমটা পর্যতে এনআরএে
সমড়ডক্াল কনলজ হােপািানলর
‘তবিিীে ক্াম্াে’ হনি চনলনছ
সমৌলাতলর স্ুনডন্টে সহলথ সহাম।
হােপািানল ১১০ ড়ট ের্া কনরানা
ড়চতকৎোর জন্ প্রনোজন। িাই েক্ষ
সরাে তেভাে থিানাতেতরি হনছে এই
জােোে। হােপািানলর মানতেক
সরাে তেভাে েরনছ এনআরএেএরই চক্ষু তেভানে। অনথ্যানপড়ডক
তেভাে আপািি িানির জােোনিই
কাজ করনি পারনে। হােপািাল েূনত্র
এ খের জানা তেনেনছ।
প্রেগেি, েক্ষ সরাে, ত্বনকর
ড়চতকৎো ও অনথ্যানপড়ডক— তিন
তেভাে ও িানির অংে তননে হনছে
হােপািানলর নিুন কনরানা ওোড্।
সরােী কল্াণ েতমতির সচোরম্ান
ডাঃ োতেনু সেন েনলন, প্রনোজন
পিনল চক্ষু তেভােনকও স্ুনডন্টে
সহলথ সহানম থিানাতেতরি করা হনে।
আপািি ওটাই আমানির ‘তবিিীে
ক্াম্াে’ হনছে।
এতিনক রতেোর আরতজকর
সমড়ডক্াল কনলনজর কি্ারা কনরানা
ড়চতকৎোর জন্ কাছাকাড়ছ হােপািাল
খুঁজনি রান। আরতজকর-এর েনগে
রুতি অতেনােচন্দ্র সমটারতনড়ট সহানমর
পতরকাোনমা সিনখ তথির হে,

হােপািালড়টনক ১৫০ ের্ার কনরানা
হােপািানলর রূপ সিওো হনে।
আইতেইউ, ডাোতলতেে প্রভৃতি
পতরনষোও থাকনে।
এতিনক হাওিার একড়ট কনরানা
হােপািানলর কণ্যিার কনরানাে
আক্াতে হনেনছন। সেখানকার এক
পিথি কত্রমীও কনরানাে আক্াতে।
কলকািা পুরেভার ১০২ নম্বর
ওোনড্র সকা-অড়ড্ননটর আক্াতে

োনজযু কনোনা এক নজনে
 ২৪ ঘণ্াে আক্াতে
 সমাট েতক্ে আক্াতে
 সমাট আক্াতে
 ২৪ ঘণ্াে মৃি
 সমাট মৃিু্
 একতিনন কনরানা জেী
 েুথিিার হার

২২৮২
১৭২০৪
৪৪৭৬৯
৩৫
১১৪৭
১৫৩৫
৫৯.০১%

সূত্র: রাজ্য স্াস্্য দপ্তর

হনেনছন।
আক্াতে পুরেভার
সেনক্টাতর তেভানের তিন কমমী।
অন্তিনক, কনরানা সরােীনক মুড়িমুিতকর
মনিা
অপ্রনোজনীে
অ্াতন্টোনোড়টক তিনি সেেরকাতর
হােপািালগুতলনক োরোর তননষি
করা েন্বেও কাজ হেতন। িাই এোর
অ্াতন্টোনোড়টক েংক্াতে োইডলাইন

স্্ল দখালাে দিনক্ষণ জাননর দচনয় দকন্রেে
টচটে, রাড়াহুনড়ানক গুরুত্ব দিনছে না োজযু

দনজস্ব প্রদরদনদি, কলকারা: স্ুল কনে সথনক সখালা সরনি
পানর, িা জাননি সচনে রাজ্গুতলনক ড়চড়ে পাড়েনেড়ছল
সকন্দ্রীে মানেেম্ি উন্নেন মন্ত্রক। সোমোরই মিামি
জানাননার সেষ তিন ড়ছল। েংক্মণ রখন উত্তনরাত্তর োিনছ
এেং সোষ্ী েংক্মনণর েম্ভােনা উড়িনে সিওো রানছে না,
এমন েমে স্বাভাতেকভানেই রাজ্ সকানও মিামি জানানি
পানরতন। ১৭ জুলাই রাজ্গুতলর স্ুল তেক্ষা েড়চনের কানছ
ড়চড়ে পাড়েনে ২০ জুলাইনের মনি্ অতভভােকনির মিামি
তননে সকন্দ্র জানানি েনলড়ছল। সেটাও একটা অেম্ভে কাজ
েনল মনন করনছ তেকাে ভেন। প্রেগেি, রানজ্র
স্ুলগুতলনি ৩১ জুলাই পর্যতে ছুড়ট সঘাষণা করা আনছ। সেই
ছুড়ট োিাননাটা শুিু েমনের অনপক্ষা েনলই মি তেকাে
ভেননর।
সকনন্দ্রর ওই ড়চড়েনি েলা হনেড়ছল, আেস্, সেনটেম্বর না
অন্াের, কনে সথনক স্ুল সখালা হনে িা রাজ্গুতল
জানাক। প্রোেতনকভানে তেদ্ধাতে তননল চলনে না,
অতভভােকনির মিামি তননেই িা জানানি হনে। স্ুল
সখালার পর িাঁরা কী কী েনন্দােতি চাইনছন, সেটাও জানানি
হনে। এর পাোপাতে আরও সকানও পরামে্য থাকনল িাও
জানানি েলা হনেড়ছল। তকন্তু পতরতথিতি সর এখনই তেদ্ধাতে
সনওোর মনিা নে, িা স্পষ্ট করা হনছে তেকাে ভেননর
িরনি। এই ড়চড়ের তেষনে মিামি সনওোর জন্ তেক্ষামন্ত্রী
পাথ্য চন্াপাি্ােনক সিান করা হনলও তিতন সিানলনতন।
তেক্ষািপ্তনরর এক েীষ্য আতিকাতরক েনলন, স্ািক
তিনরর পরীক্ষা সনওোর জন্ই ৩০ সেনটেম্বর পর্যতে চূিাতে

েমেেীমা তিনেনছ ইউতজতে। সেখানন স্ুল তননে তেদ্ধাতে
জানার জন্ এি িািাহুনিা কীনের? স্ুল কনে সখালা
উড়চি সেই মিামি অতভভােকনির সিওোর কথা নে,
সেটা সিনেন তেনেষজ্ঞরা। আর রানজ্র প্রাে এক সকাড়ট
স্ুলপড়ুোর অতভভােকনির মিামি সনওোর জন্ সরভানে
মাত্র চার তিন েমে সিওো হনেনছ, সেড়টও হাে্কর। িনে
রাজ্ েরকার তেনেষজ্ঞ এেং তেতভন্ন মহনলর েনগে এ তেষনে
কথাোি্া চালানছে েনল তিতন জানান। খুে তেেতেরই এ
তেষনে একড়ট সঘাষণা করা হনে।
১৫ জুলাই রানজ্র তেক্ষােড়চেনির তননে একড়ট তভড়ডও
কনিানরন্স কনরড়ছনলন মানেেম্ি উন্নেন মন্ত্রনকর
আতিকাতরকরা। সেখানন তেহার ো নাোল্ানডের মনিা তকছু
রাজ্, তেনেষ কনর সরগুতলনি েংক্মনণর হার খুেই কম,
িারা স্ুল সখালার েম্ভাে্ তিনক্ষণ সকন্দ্রনক জানাে। িনে
অতিকাংে রাজ্ই হে এ তেষনে তেদ্ধাতে তননি পানরতন, নেি
একড়ট তনতি্যষ্ট েমেেীমা তিনে জাতননেনছ, িারপনরই তেদ্ধাতে
সনওো হনে। উিাহরণস্বরূপ েলা রাে, পুিুনচতর জাতননেনছ,
৩১ জুলাইনের পরই িারা এ তেষনে তেদ্ধাতে তননি পারনে।
তেহার, হতরোনা, চণ্ীেি ১৫ আেনস্র পর সথনক, মতণপুর
এেং নাোল্াডে ১ সেনটেম্বর সথনক স্ুল সখালার জন্ তিতর।
ওড়িো অেে্ ৩১ আেস্ পর্যতে ছুড়ট সঘাষণা কনর সরনখনছ।
অেমও ৩১ জুলাই পর্যতে ছুড়টর েমেেীমা আপািি আর
োিাননা হনে না েনলই জাতননেনছ। সেই তেেনক পতচিমেনগের
িরনি োি জানাননা হনেড়ছল সর, এখনই এ তেষনে সকানও
তেদ্ধাতে সনওো রানে না।

প্রকাে করল রাজ্ স্বাথি্িপ্তর।
কনরানা সরােীনক কখন, সকন,
কীভানে অ্াতন্টোনোড়টক সিওো হনে,
কখন সিওো উড়চি হনে না,
অ্াতন্টোনোড়টক সিওোর কারণ
সকাথাে তলনখ রাখনি হনে ইি্াতি
তেষে তননে ১৯ড়ট তননি্যনের উনলিখ
করা হনেনছ।
এই সরাে জে কনর োড়ি তিনরনছন
রানজ্র প্রথম কনরানা আক্াতে
েৃহন্নলা তজো িাে। তিতন রানজ্র
একমাত্র েৃহন্নলা নাতে্যংকমমীও েনট।
োইপানের িানরর একড়ট েি প্রাইনভট
হােপািানল কাজ কনরন। এমআর
োগেুর হােপািানল ৬ জুলাই ভতি্ হন।
জ্বনরর েমে্া ড়ছল। ১০ তিননর
ড়চতকৎোে েুথি হনে ছুড়ট পান।
প্রেগেি, রানজ্র মনি্ প্রথম
েৃহন্নলানির জন্ আলািা পাঁচ ের্ার
ওোড্ হনেনছ োগেুনর। তজো েনলন,
এখানন েরকাতর পতরকাোনমাে
ড়চতকৎো সপনে এিতিনকার ি্ানিারণা েম্ূণ্য পানটে সেল। অেম্ভে
ভানলা ে্েহার কনরনছন োগেুনরর
স্বাথি্কমমী ও ড়চতকৎেকরা। িাঁর আতজ্য,
কনরানা আক্াতেনির েম্নক্ ঘৃণা ও
আিনকের মানতেকিা এোর ি্াে
করুক েমাজ। এতিনক, োরাকপুর১’এর তেড়ডও কনরানা আক্াতে
হনেনছ।

মদলংষ্টে হেসকভাদর স্ুল সফষ্টর দরিহিশ প্রধানমন্ত্রী বদরস জনসন।-দিহিআই

পুনজাে আনেই
বাজানে আসনে
অক্সনোনে্তে
কনোনা টটকা

নয়াদিদলি: েম্ভােনাই সেষপর্যতে
েতি্ হনছে। সকাতভড-জনদে ড়টকা
আতেষ্ানরর সিৌনি তেবেনক সটক্া
তিনি চনলনছ অক্সনিাড্
তেবেতেি্ালে। ড়হউম্ান ট্াোল
সেষ। িানি োিল্ও তমনলনছ। েে
অকে তমনল সেনল আোমী িু’মানের
মনি্ই োজানর চনল আেনে
কনরানার প্রতিনষিক। অথ্যাৎ,
পুনজার আনেই তমলনি পানর
‘এনজডড়ড-১২২২’ ড়টকা। এেং
েতি্ই রতি িাই হে, িা হনল
োঙাতলর সরেষ্ উৎেেনক তঘনর
জনম ওো আেকোর সমঘ অননকটাই
সকনট রানে েনল মনন করা হনছে।
অক্সনিানড্র এই োিল্ িলাও
কনর প্রকাে কনরনছ সমড়ডক্াল
জান্যাল ‘ল্ানন্সট’। সোমোর িানির
িরনি জানাননা হনেনছ, কনরানার
প্রতিনষিক আতেষ্ানর অক্সনিানড্র
েনেষণা েিল। প্রতিনষিকড়ট
মানেনিনহ েততিোলী প্রতিনরাি
ক্ষমিা েিনি েক্ষম। চূিাতে পনে্য
পরীক্ষামূলক প্রনোে চলনছ। এই
পনে্য েিল হনলই োজানর আনার
অনুনমািন তমলনে। িনে এই পনে্য
ড়টকাড়ট প্রনোনের পর মানে েরীনর
োমান্ পাবে্যপ্রতিতক্ো নজনর
এনেনছ। োরা পৃতথেীনি এই মুহূনি্
১৪০ড়টর সেতে ওষুি প্রতিিকারক
েংথিা কনরানা ভাইরানের
প্রতিনষিক তিতরর জন্ েনেষণা
চালানছে। প্রতিড়ট প্রকনপে নজর
রাখনছ তেবে স্বাথি্ েংথিা (হু)।
এগুতলর মনি্ েেনচনে এতেনে
রনেনছ অক্সনিাড্ তেবেতেি্ালনের
কনরানা েনেষণা। পরীক্ষার তিনর
থাকা কনরানা প্রতিনষিনকর
ন’সকাড়ট সডাজ সকনার জন্
একাতিক ওষুি প্রস্তুিকারক েংথিার
েনগে চুততি কনরনছ তরিনটন।

BIRBHUM ZILLA PARISHAD
SURI, BIRBHUM
Abridged Notice Inviting e-Tender
Tender Notice No. BHM/N-08/2020-21

Memo No:-1254/BZP Dated: 20/07/2020

Additional Executive Officer,
Birbhum Zilla Parishad invites
e-Tenders for 1 (One) no of work.
Detailed information including
downloading and uploading time
are available from the website
birbhum.gov.in & birbhumzp.org
Sd/Additional Executive Officer,
Birbhum Zilla Parishad.

ক�োল ইবডিয়ো বলবিটেে
(এ�ডে িহোরত্ন ক�োম্োবন)

(িোেত সেেোয়েে এেটে সংস্ো)
পেবজ. অবফস: ৪থ্থ তল, পেোে-২, প্বময়সস নং.০৪ এমএআে, প্ে নং. এএফ-III
অ্োে�ন এবেেো- ১এ, বনউেোউন, েোজোেহোে, েলেোতো-৭০০১৫৬
পফোন: ০৩৩-৭১১০-৪৩৬৯, ফ্োক্স: ০৩৩-২৩২৪৬৫১০
ই-পমল: mviswanathan2.cil@coalindia.in ওয়েিসোইে: www.coalindia.in
বিআইএন-L23109WB1973GOI028844

বিজ্ঞবতি

বিষয়:- ক�োল ইবডিয়ো বলবিটেটের (বিআইএল) দোবিহীন ফোইনোল ডেবিটেডি
২০১২-১৩ এিং ই�ুইডে কেয়োরিিূহ আইইবিএফ অথবরডের প্রবি হস্োন্তর
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &
FAMILY WELFARE SAMITY,
South 24 Parganas
Notice Inviting e-Tender
E-tender are invited by CMOH
& Sec., DH&FWS, S24Pgs of
Repair & Renovation work/ New
Construction with allied works at
different Health Facility of South
24 Parganas under NHM. Details
will be available in website:
www.wbtender.gov.in on &
from 21.07.2020.
Sd/Secretary,
DH&FWS, S24Pgs.

NADIA ZILLA PARISHAD
Krishnagar, Nadia

E-Tenders have been invited by
the undersigned from the bonafied
Contractors for the following work:
NIT- 13/NZP of 20-21: Construction
for extension of building upto 1st Floor
of Water & Sanitation Cell in the
premises of Nadia Zilla Parishad
Office, Krishnagar in the district of
Nadia (Fund: CCDU [UNICEF]).
Total estimated costs are Rs.
20.84 lakh. Last dates for submission
of e-tenders are 31.07.2020. Please
see website www.wbprd.gov.in or
contact to this office.
Sd/Technical Officer,
(On Special Duty in the rank of
Executive Engineer)
Nadia Zilla Parishad

বিবিন্ন সময়ে সংয়�োধন অনুসোয়ে ইনয়িস্টে এডুয়ে�ন অ্োন্ড প্োয়েে�ন ফোন্ড
(আইইবিএফ) অথবেটে (অ্োেোউব্টং, অটডে, ট্োন্সফোে অ্োন্ড বেফোন্ড) অ্োয়মন্ডয়ম্ট
রুলস, ২০১৭ সহ িটিত পেোম্োবনজ অ্োক্ট, ২০১৩-এে পসে�ন ১২৪(৬)-এে
সংস্োন অনুসোয়ে পে সমস্ত টডবিয়ডন্ড ক্রমোগত সোত িছে ধয়ে দোবি েেো হেবন িো ্দোন
েেো হেবন পসই দোবিহীন টডবিয়ডন্ড এিং ইেুইটে প�েোেসমূহ অথ্থেোব� সোয়িয়ষে
পেোম্োবনয়ে আইইবিএফ-এে ্বত হস্তোন্তে েেো িোধ্তোমূলে।
উিয়েোক্ত রুল অনুসোয়ে, পেোম্োবন ্য়ত্ে প�েোেয়হোল্োে েোয়দে ২০১২-১৩
সমেসীমোে দোবিহীন ফোইনোল টডবিয়ডন্ড অথ্থেোব� এিং প�েোেসমূহ পেগুবল আইইবিএফ
অথবেটেে টডম্োে অ্োেোউয়্ট হস্তোন্তে েেয়ত হয়ি পসগুবল দোিী েেোে বনয়দ্থ� বদয়েটছল।
এছোড়োও পেোম্োবন অদ্োিবধ প�োবিত অন্োন্ দোবিহীন টডবিয়ডন্ডগুবলও দোবি েেোে
বিিয়ে তোয়দে জ্োত েয়েয়ছ।
পেোল ইবন্ডেো বলবময়েয়ডে প�েোেয়হোল্োেগণ অনুগ্রহ েয়ে লষে্ েেয়িন পে বনয়্োক্ত বি�দ
‘ইনটিস্টর কিন্োর, ইটিন্ অ্োডি অ্োনোউন্সটিন্ি’ অধীয়ন www.coalindia.in-পত উিলব্ধ:১) পেসেল প�েোেয়হোল্োে ক্রমোগত ৭ িছে তোয়দে টডবিয়ডন্ড দোবি েয়েনবন তোয়দে
২০১২-১৩ সমেসীমোে দোবিহীন ফোইনোল টডবিয়ডন্ড অথ্থেোব� ১৭.১০.২০২০
তোবেয়ে আইইবিএফ অথবেটেে টডম্োে অ্োেোউয়্ট হস্তোন্তে েেো হয়ি।
২) পেসেল প�েোেয়হোল্োয়েে ২০১২-১৩ সমেসীমোে দোবিহীন ফোইনোল টডবিয়ডন্ড
অথ্থেোব� ১৭.১০.২০২০ তোবেয়ে আইইবিএফ অথবেটেে ্বত হস্তোন্তে েেো হয়ি।
প�েোেয়হোল্োেগণয়ে বসআইএল ওয়েিসোইয়ে বি�দ েোচোই এিং অদ্োিবধ পেোম্োবন েত্তৃে
প�োবিত দোবিহীন টডবিয়ডন্ড পিয়ম্ট েেোে আয়িদন জোবনয়ে ১৭.১০.২০২০ তোবেয়ে িো
তোে িূয়ি্থ পমসোস্থ অলবকিত অ্োসোইনয়ম্টস বল., পেোম্োবনে আেটেএ-এে ্বত আয়িদন
েেোে জন্ বনয়দ্থ� পদওেো হয়ছে, অন্থোে উিয়েোক্ত অনুসোয়ে ২০১২-১৩ সমেসীমোে
বসআইএল-এে দোবিহীন ফোইনোল টডবিয়ডন্ড এিং উিয়েে ১ নং. িয়েয়্ট উবলিবেত
প�েোেসমূহ ১৭.১০.২০২০ তোবেয়ে আইইবিএফ অথবেটেে ্বত হস্তোন্তে েেো হয়ি।
পেোন্েোে বজজ্োয়স্ে পষেয়রে, প�েোেয়হোল্োেগণ শ্রী পজ.পে. বসংলো, বসবন. ম্োয়নজোে,
পমসোস্থ অলবকিত অ্োসোইনয়ম্টস বল., আেটেএ টডবি�ন, অলবকিত হোইেস, ৩ই/৭,
ঝোয়ডেওেোলোন এক্সয়েন�ন বনউ বদবলি- ১১০০৫৫, পেবল: ০১১-৪২৫৪ ১২৩৪, ফ্োক্স০১১-৪১৫৪-৩৪৭৪, ই-পমল: rta@alankit.com-এে সোয়থ পেোগোয়েোগ েেয়ত িোয়েন।
পেোল ইবন্ডেো বলবময়েয়ডে তেয়ফ
সোাঃ/স্োন: েলেোতো
(এম. বিশ্বনোথোন)
তোবেে: ১৫ জুলোই, ২০২০
পেোম্োবন পসয়ক্রেোবে অ্োন্ড েমপ্োয়েন্স অবফসোে

আিোটদর কদখুন http://www.coalindia.in

কনোনা দোষ্ী সংক্রমণ: সুে বিল আইএমএ-ে

নয়াদিদলি: িু’তিন আনে ইতডেোন
সমড়ডক্াল
অ্ানোতেনেেনন
(আইএমএ)-র হােপািাল সোনড্র
সচোরপাে্যন ডাঃ তভ সক সমাগো
েনলড়ছনলন, সিনে কনরানা ভাইরানের
সোষ্ী েংক্মণ শুরু হনে তেনেনছ।
এতিন সেই তেেৃতি সথনক েম্ূণ্য েনর
এল আইএমএ। িারা স্পষ্টই জাতননে
Bartaman, 21.07.20, Kolkata

তিল, ডাঃ সমাগো রা েনলনছন, িা িাঁর
ে্ততিেি মি ড়হনেনে িনর সনওোই
ভানলা। এর েনগে েংথিার সকানও
েম্ক্ সনই। এতিন েরকাতরভানে
তেেৃতি তিনে আইএমএ জাতননে তিল,
মহামারীর িথ্ সিওো েরকাতর েংথিার
কাজ। জন োিারনণর কাছ সথনক
েংেৃহীি িথ্ তিনে কখনও প্রকৃি িথ্

প্রতিথিাপন করা রাে না। িনল এতেষনে
সকউ রতি সকানও অতভমি ে্তি
কনরন, িা ে্ততিেি মিামি ড়হনেনেই
িরা ভানলা। একইেনগে আইএমএ-র
িরনি পূণ্য আথিা প্রকাে কনর েলা
হনেনছ সর, জনস্বাথি্ কিৃ্পক্ষ ও
ড়চতকৎেক মহল সকাতভড পতরতথিতি
সমাকাতেলাে পুনরাপুতর েতক্ে।
ALL
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Centre issues norms for 1lakh crore Agri Infra Fund scheme
UP, with 12,831 cr, gets the highest
allocation followed by Rajasthan at 9,015 cr
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VISHWANATH KULKARNI
Bengaluru, July 20

The Centre has issued
guidelines for nancing un
der the recently announced
1lakh crore Agriculture In
frastructure
Fund
(AIF)
scheme, that seeks to facilit
ate creation and strengthen
ing of postharvest manage
ment
and
marketing
infrastructure across the
country.
Under the scheme, 1lakh
crore will be provided as loan
by banks and nancial insti
tutions to farmers, Farmer
Producer
Organisations
(FPOs), Primary Agriculture
Cooperative Societies, agri
entrepreneurs, startups, and
marketing
cooperatives,
among others, to set up agri
culture infrastructure, such

as supply chain services, in
cluding emarketing plat
form, primary processing
centres, warehouses, silos,
pack houses, assaying units,
sorting and grading units,
cold chains, logistics facilities
and ripening chambers.
Financing under the AIF
will also be extended to viable
projects for building com
munity farming assets, such
as organic input production,
biostimulant
production
units, infrastructure for
smart and precision agricul
ture, projects identied for
providing supply chain infra
structure for cluster of crops,
including export clusters and
projects promoted by cent
ral/ state/ local governments
of their agencies under pub
licprivate partnerships (PPP).

Uttar Pradesh
Rajasthan
Maharashtra
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat
West Bengal
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Punjab
Karnataka
Bihar
Haryana
Telangana
Total*

12,831
9,015
8,460
7,440
7,282
7,260
6,540
5,990
4,713
4,525
3,980
3,900
3,075
1,00,000

*Includes other states and Union Territories

The scheme will be opera
tional from the current nan
cial year till 202930.
Loan component
Disbursements will be made
in the rst four years —
10,000 crore in the current
scal, and 30,000 crore

each over the next three
years. The moratorium for re
payment under this scheme
may vary from six months to
two years, an Agriculture
Ministry note said.
All loans under this nan
cing facility will have an in
terest subvention of 3 per

cent per annum up to a limit
of 2 crore. This subvention
will be available for a max
imum period of seven years.
For loans above 2 crore, the
subvention will be limited to
2 crore, the Ministry said.
The extent and percentage
of funding to private entre
preneurs out of the total n
ancing facility may be xed
by a nationallevel monitor
ing committee consisting of
ocials from the Agriculture
Ministry, states and NABARD,
that will steer, guide and im
plement the project.
A Credit Guarantee cover
age will be available for eli
gible borrowers from this n
ancing facility under the
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust
for Micro and Small Enter
prises for loans up to 2
crore. The fee for this cover
age will be paid by the gov
ernment.
All scheduled commercial

banks, scheduled cooperat
ive banks, regional rural
banks, small finance banks,
NBFCs, and National Cooper
ative Development Corpora
tion (NCDC) may participate
in this nancing facility after
signing an MoU with
NABARD/Department
of
Agriculture.
Tentatively six states — Ut
tar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maha
rashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Gu
jarat and West Bengal, are
being allocated over half of
this 1lakh crore fund. The
statewise allocation has been
worked out on the basis of
the total value of agriculture
and allied sectors of the
states.
The Agri Infra Fund will be
managed and monitored
through an online MIS plat
form, and 24 per cent of the
total grantinaid under the
scheme should be utilised for
SC/ST entrepreneurs, it said.

Oilseed imports zoom 226% ‘ 300cr worth illegal HT cottonseeds in the market’
in four years, exports dip 14%
RADHESHYAM JADHAV
Pune, July 20

OUR BUREAU
Ahmedabad, July 20

India is seen importing oilseeds
more aggressively than export
ing it. As per the government
data for past four years, oilseeds
imports to India have jumped
226 per cent as against 14 per
cent dip in exports.
Data from the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade (DGFT),
as compiled by the Solvent Ex
tractors’ Association of India
(SEA), showed that during 2019
20, India exported 1,068,215
tonnes of oilseeds worth 9,391
crore against 1,247,572 tonnes
worth 9,060 crore in 201617.
On the other hand, India im
ported 520,871 tonnes of oil
seeds for 201920 valued at
2,838 crore as against 159,330
tonnes worth 758 crore in
201617.
The SEA informed that under
the current policy, export of oil

seeds are freely allowed. Simil
arly, import is also freely al
lowed with import duty of 30
per cent + 4 per cent special ad
ditional duty (SAD).
“Import of oilseed, a raw ma
terial for domestic oil milling
and solvent extraction industry,
supports the processing and ca
pacity utilisation. The export of
oilseeds are decreasing yearby
year while imports of oilseeds
are rising,” BV Mehta, Executive
Director, SEA, said in a state
ment.
Major oilseeds imported to
India include soyabean at
360,649 (157,049) tonnes, ses
ameseed at 147,169 (87,538)
tonnes and cottonseed at 7,412
(7,868)
tonnes.
Whereas,
groundnut was the largest ex
ported oilseed at 664,442
(489,187) tonnes, followed by
sesameseed at 282,210 (312,003)
tonnes.

About 50 lakh packets of Herbi
cide Tolerant (HT) Bt cotton
(about 24 lakh kg) worth 300
crore are in circulation in Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana and Maha
rashtra, according to the Na
tional Seed Association of India
(NSAI), which says that this
money is being siphoned o
from legal business and goesinto
the hands of illegal players.
Illegal HT seeds are contamin
ating breeding material and par
ent lines of the seed companies,
especially those selling BG2 cot
ton seeds, and State governments
are taking action against licensed
seed companies if HT genes are
found even in a few lots of seeds.
“Now, HTBt cotton is pegged at
about 1520 per cent of total cot
ton cultivation. These 50 lakh
packets of HTBt cotton seeds (of
450 gm each) are making a dent
into seed companies’ revenues.
300 crore is going to illegal play

ers selling HTBt seeds, causing a
huge loss to cottonseed sector in
India,” Indra Shekhar Singh, Dir
ectorPolicy and Outreach, NSAI,
told BusinessLine.
He added that the cotton seed
economy is being disrupted be
cause of ourishing illegal HTBt
trade. The government
must take immediate
steps to stop the cir
culation of these
seeds and initiate
action against
companies mar
keting them.

Contamination
“This has been happen
ing for the last few years
now. NSAI has repeatedly written
to the Centre seeking action. Be
cause of illegal HTBt, the larger
seed sector has been contamin
ated and companies doing legal
business are suering because
they are being punished even if a
small amount of HTBtis found in

their seed lot. We are for techno
logy but not at the cost of India’s
sovereignty. There are legal ways
of bringing technology into the
country, let us follow procedure
abiding by independent agro
nomy, biosafety, analysis, etc,”
said Singh. Industry players
said tthe Centre is
aware of companies
which are into the
illegal business
and alleged that
the elds are be
ing contamin
ated with HTBt
and this was a
way to ‘nish’ legal
seed business.

Unapproved cotton
The Ministry of Agriculture had
informed the Lok Sabha in Febru
ary 2019 that the Department of
Biotechnology had constituted a
Field Inspection and Scientic
Evaluation Committee to invest
igate the production of Bt cotton

seeds with unapproved genes.
The panel found that unap
proved cotton was grown, on an
average, on 15 per cent of the cot
toncultivable area in Andhra Pra
desh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Telangana, and 5 per cent in Pun
jab during the 201718 season.
In June last year, Shetkari
Sanghatana — the apex body of
farmers in Maharashtra —
launched a ‘civil disobedience’
movement by sowing HTBt cot
ton to protest against the Centre’s
ban on GM crops. Over 1,000
farmers had participated in the
movement and the farmers
openly deed the ban on GM crop
daring the government to take
action. This year, again, the
Sanghatana has launched a sim
ilar drive and claimed that about
25 per cent of the State’s total cot
ton is under HT cotton, while in
Telangana nearly a tenth of the
cotton crop is covered by HT cot
ton grown on about 56 lakh
acres.

Assam flood situation grim
even as IMD sees more rain

Villagers row a makeshift raft through a flooded field to reach a
safer place at Mayong village in Morigaon district, Assam REUTERS
VINSON KURIAN
Thiruvananthapuram, July 20

Alignment of the raindriving
monsoon trough across North
West India towards the foothills
is such that the intense wet spells
on view would continue vary
ingly for the next few days over
NorthWest India, East India and
NorthEast India, likely aggravat
ing the ooding and landslide
risk in the region.
The Central Water Commis
sion has indicated at the possibil
ity of severe to extreme oods in
the main Brahmaputra River
from Dibrugarh to Dhubri dis
tricts. It is already owing in
severe ood situation in Jorhat
and Sonitpur. Downstream of
Tezpur, the river has started
rising in Guwahati.
Floods and landslides in As
sam have left at least 107 dead
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi assuring Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal of all pos
sible support to ride out the situ
ation. The Assam State Disaster
Management Authority said that
81 had died in the oods, while
26 perished in landslides.
Trough alignment
Meanwhile, the head of the mon
soon trough is in the normal pos
ition over NorthWest India,
while its tail — after breaking
loose o anchor in the Bay of
Bengal a few days ago — has
moved towards the foothills, giv
ing both NorthEast India and ad
joining East India a severe lash
ing, which continued into
Monday.
While it is the southwesterly
winds with boatloads of mois

ture from the Bay of Bengal that
the tail of the trough is attract
ing, at the opposite end, an in
coming western disturbance
and a cyclonic circulation over
SouthWest Rajasthan combine
to draw in rampaging ows
from the Arabian Sea.
The India Meteorological De
partment (IMD) said on Monday
that the convergence of moist
southerly to southwesterly
winds from the Bay would con
tinue over NorthEast and ad
joining East India as would the
same over NorthWest India
from the Arabian Sea ows, over
the next 23 days.
IMD forecasts even more
The IMD has forecast widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy to
very heavy falls over Bihar, hills of
West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya and
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram
and Tripura during the next 45
days and the rainfall intensity
may reduce thereafter.
This could be likely due to an
expected formation of a low
pressure in the Arabian Sea close
to the Kerala coast over the next
few days, which could divert
some of the intense ows
headed into the Bay. Instead, the
West Coast could likely slip un
der a spell of very heavy rainfall
later during this week.
The IMD has forecast fairly
widespread to widespread rain
fall with isolated heavy to very
heavy falls over Jammu & Kash
mir, Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Delhi and Uttar Pra
desh during next two days.
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After several failed bids, Liberty House now eyes the Indian renewable space
SURESH P IYENGAR
THOMAS K THOMAS
Mumbai, July 20

Having failed to acquire Amtek
Auto, ABG Shipyard and
Bhushan Power through the In
solvency and Bankruptcy pro
cess, Steel tycoon Sanjeev Gupta
is redrawing his India strategy.
Gupta is now eyeing acquisi
tions in India’s renewable space
in addition to opportunities in
steel and aluminium industries.
“Given that India’s demand
for energy is growing and Modi
government’s drive for renew

able energy we will be interested
in investing in this space in In
dia. We are keen on large scale re
newable projects for producing
hydrogen and then producing
hydrogen steel,” Gupta told
BusinessLine in an interview.
Cautious approach
Since 2018, Gupta’s Liberty
House Group has been trying to
acquire several Indian entities as
part of its plans to expand
through a string of acquisitions.
However, the company has so far
managed to get only Adhunik

Metaliks and Zion Steel for 425
crore.
Gupta now wants to adopt a
more cautious approach in In
dia. “In 2018, we had made big
plans to gain momentum. But it
has not worked out as we had
planned. We underestimated
the competition. So we have
learned from that experience
that we should be patient and
not be in a hurry in a place like
India. So far we have managed to
secure one good asset. So our
journey in India continues
though it would take longer

than what we had thought
earlier. We will do things cau
tiously going forward. But India
will be in time one of our biggest
hubs globally,” Gupta added.
Under the new plan, Liberty
House will focus on opportunit
ies in steel, aluminium and re
newable energy. “Over the next
12 months, we would acquire
one more asset at least. So in
stead of putting together a
string of pearls in one go, we will
do it slowly adding one pearl at a
time,” Gupta explained.
“Going forward, we would fo

ing, especially iron ore. Down
stream is not our primary fo
cus,” he said.

Sanjeev Gupta, Founder,
Liberty House Group

cus on steel, aluminium, and re
newable energy. That’s where
you will see us participating in
India. We are interested in min

Amtek Auto fall-out
Liberty House’s bids for Indian
entities, especially in the case of
Amtek Auto, fell through due to
complications in the IBC
process.
“IBC is a great thing that’s
happened to India. It’s what at
tracted us to India. But perhaps
we underestimated the process
and time it would take to stabil
ise the rules. We were perhaps

naive to think that India will go
through with this process
smoothly and quickly when
such laws take generations to
take a nal shape,” Gupta said.
Adhunik & Zion Steel
For now, Liberty is focussing on
ensuring more investments into
Adhunik Metaliks and Zion
Steel.
“The Covid has disrupted the
turnaround plan else we would
have been operational already.
But we plan to start operations
by September. We also have

plans to upgrade and expand
Adhunik,” Gupta said.
When asked about policy sup
port required from the govern
ment, Gupta said that the focus
should only be on supporting in
dustry on the supply side.
“There has been big clean up
in corporate sector postIBC (in
solvency and bankruptcy code)
which is good. Now is the time to
invest again with the support of
banks and nancial institutions.
The government role should be
to boost investment rather than
putting trade barriers,” he said.

Zydus Wellness to focus on
nutrition, immunity play
MEENAKSHI VERMA AMBWANI
New Delhi, July 20

Zydus Wellness Ltd, known for brands such as Complan,
Sugar Free and GluconD, is set to make a stronger play
in the nutrition and immunityboosting space with
new launches across its brands, to meet the evolving
needs of consumers in the pandemic.
Tarun Arora, CEO, Zydus Wellness Ltd, said, “ We have
a portfolio which has a strong nutrition play and our
products are wellpoised to meet consumer’s needs for
healthier lifestyles and we are looking to strengthen
this further. We are in the process of working on launch
ing a new product which oers consumers support in
boosting immunity in the next few weeks.”
Brands integration
Last year, the company had completed the acquisition
of Heinz’s India consumer wellness business that con
sists of brands Nycil, Complan, GluconD and Sampriti
Ghee.
“We have completed the integration process and
have been looking at new launches under all the brands
with strong growth plans. While the spread of the pan
demic delayed some of the plans for 2020, but integra
tion of the business helped reduce costs and enabled us
to become more agile in these challenging times,” he
added.
In line with its strategy, the company has forayed into
the chocolate spreads segment under its brand Nutral
ite. This comes in two variants which include calcium
enriched Nutralite Choco Spread besides the quinoa
based proteinenriched variant. It has been launched
on the ecommerce platform for now. The company
plans to rollout new launches under brands Complan,
GluconD and Sugar Free.
Replying to a query on demand and supply chain
trends, Arora said, “In terms of supply chains, things
have been progressively improving and supply chains
are now running closer to full potential. While local
lockdowns in various regions are still being imposed
but the impact has been minimal and we are leveraging
on learnings from April and May to navigate these
challenges.”
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Centre issues norms for 1lakh crore Agri Infra Fund scheme
UP, with 12,831 cr, gets the highest
allocation followed by Rajasthan at 9,015 cr
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VISHWANATH KULKARNI
Bengaluru, July 20

The Centre has issued
guidelines for nancing un
der the recently announced
1lakh crore Agriculture In
frastructure
Fund
(AIF)
scheme, that seeks to facilit
ate creation and strengthen
ing of postharvest manage
ment
and
marketing
infrastructure across the
country.
Under the scheme, 1lakh
crore will be provided as loan
by banks and nancial insti
tutions to farmers, Farmer
Producer
Organisations
(FPOs), Primary Agriculture
Cooperative Societies, agri
entrepreneurs, startups, and
marketing
cooperatives,
among others, to set up agri
culture infrastructure, such

as supply chain services, in
cluding emarketing plat
form, primary processing
centres, warehouses, silos,
pack houses, assaying units,
sorting and grading units,
cold chains, logistics facilities
and ripening chambers.
Financing under the AIF
will also be extended to viable
projects for building com
munity farming assets, such
as organic input production,
biostimulant
production
units, infrastructure for
smart and precision agricul
ture, projects identied for
providing supply chain infra
structure for cluster of crops,
including export clusters and
projects promoted by cent
ral/ state/ local governments
of their agencies under pub
licprivate partnerships (PPP).

Uttar Pradesh
Rajasthan
Maharashtra
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat
West Bengal
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Punjab
Karnataka
Bihar
Haryana
Telangana
Total*

12,831
9,015
8,460
7,440
7,282
7,260
6,540
5,990
4,713
4,525
3,980
3,900
3,075
1,00,000

*Includes other states and Union Territories

The scheme will be opera
tional from the current nan
cial year till 202930.
Loan component
Disbursements will be made
in the rst four years —
10,000 crore in the current
scal, and 30,000 crore

each over the next three
years. The moratorium for re
payment under this scheme
may vary from six months to
two years, an Agriculture
Ministry note said.
All loans under this nan
cing facility will have an in
terest subvention of 3 per

cent per annum up to a limit
of 2 crore. This subvention
will be available for a max
imum period of seven years.
For loans above 2 crore, the
subvention will be limited to
2 crore, the Ministry said.
The extent and percentage
of funding to private entre
preneurs out of the total n
ancing facility may be xed
by a nationallevel monitor
ing committee consisting of
ocials from the Agriculture
Ministry, states and NABARD,
that will steer, guide and im
plement the project.
A Credit Guarantee cover
age will be available for eli
gible borrowers from this n
ancing facility under the
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust
for Micro and Small Enter
prises for loans up to 2
crore. The fee for this cover
age will be paid by the gov
ernment.
All scheduled commercial

banks, scheduled cooperat
ive banks, regional rural
banks, small finance banks,
NBFCs, and National Cooper
ative Development Corpora
tion (NCDC) may participate
in this nancing facility after
signing an MoU with
NABARD/Department
of
Agriculture.
Tentatively six states — Ut
tar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maha
rashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Gu
jarat and West Bengal, are
being allocated over half of
this 1lakh crore fund. The
statewise allocation has been
worked out on the basis of
the total value of agriculture
and allied sectors of the
states.
The Agri Infra Fund will be
managed and monitored
through an online MIS plat
form, and 24 per cent of the
total grantinaid under the
scheme should be utilised for
SC/ST entrepreneurs, it said.

Oilseed imports zoom 226% ‘ 300cr worth illegal HT cottonseeds in the market’
in four years, exports dip 14%
RADHESHYAM JADHAV
Pune, July 20

OUR BUREAU
Ahmedabad, July 20

India is seen importing oilseeds
more aggressively than export
ing it. As per the government
data for past four years, oilseeds
imports to India have jumped
226 per cent as against 14 per
cent dip in exports.
Data from the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade (DGFT),
as compiled by the Solvent Ex
tractors’ Association of India
(SEA), showed that during 2019
20, India exported 1,068,215
tonnes of oilseeds worth 9,391
crore against 1,247,572 tonnes
worth 9,060 crore in 201617.
On the other hand, India im
ported 520,871 tonnes of oil
seeds for 201920 valued at
2,838 crore as against 159,330
tonnes worth 758 crore in
201617.
The SEA informed that under
the current policy, export of oil

seeds are freely allowed. Simil
arly, import is also freely al
lowed with import duty of 30
per cent + 4 per cent special ad
ditional duty (SAD).
“Import of oilseed, a raw ma
terial for domestic oil milling
and solvent extraction industry,
supports the processing and ca
pacity utilisation. The export of
oilseeds are decreasing yearby
year while imports of oilseeds
are rising,” BV Mehta, Executive
Director, SEA, said in a state
ment.
Major oilseeds imported to
India include soyabean at
360,649 (157,049) tonnes, ses
ameseed at 147,169 (87,538)
tonnes and cottonseed at 7,412
(7,868)
tonnes.
Whereas,
groundnut was the largest ex
ported oilseed at 664,442
(489,187) tonnes, followed by
sesameseed at 282,210 (312,003)
tonnes.

About 50 lakh packets of Herbi
cide Tolerant (HT) Bt cotton
(about 24 lakh kg) worth 300
crore are in circulation in Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana and Maha
rashtra, according to the Na
tional Seed Association of India
(NSAI), which says that this
money is being siphoned o
from legal business and goesinto
the hands of illegal players.
Illegal HT seeds are contamin
ating breeding material and par
ent lines of the seed companies,
especially those selling BG2 cot
ton seeds, and State governments
are taking action against licensed
seed companies if HT genes are
found even in a few lots of seeds.
“Now, HTBt cotton is pegged at
about 1520 per cent of total cot
ton cultivation. These 50 lakh
packets of HTBt cotton seeds (of
450 gm each) are making a dent
into seed companies’ revenues.
300 crore is going to illegal play

ers selling HTBt seeds, causing a
huge loss to cottonseed sector in
India,” Indra Shekhar Singh, Dir
ectorPolicy and Outreach, NSAI,
told BusinessLine.
He added that the cotton seed
economy is being disrupted be
cause of ourishing illegal HTBt
trade. The government
must take immediate
steps to stop the cir
culation of these
seeds and initiate
action against
companies mar
keting them.

Contamination
“This has been happen
ing for the last few years
now. NSAI has repeatedly written
to the Centre seeking action. Be
cause of illegal HTBt, the larger
seed sector has been contamin
ated and companies doing legal
business are suering because
they are being punished even if a
small amount of HTBtis found in

their seed lot. We are for techno
logy but not at the cost of India’s
sovereignty. There are legal ways
of bringing technology into the
country, let us follow procedure
abiding by independent agro
nomy, biosafety, analysis, etc,”
said Singh. Industry players
said tthe Centre is
aware of companies
which are into the
illegal business
and alleged that
the elds are be
ing contamin
ated with HTBt
and this was a
way to ‘nish’ legal
seed business.

Unapproved cotton
The Ministry of Agriculture had
informed the Lok Sabha in Febru
ary 2019 that the Department of
Biotechnology had constituted a
Field Inspection and Scientic
Evaluation Committee to invest
igate the production of Bt cotton

seeds with unapproved genes.
The panel found that unap
proved cotton was grown, on an
average, on 15 per cent of the cot
toncultivable area in Andhra Pra
desh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Telangana, and 5 per cent in Pun
jab during the 201718 season.
In June last year, Shetkari
Sanghatana — the apex body of
farmers in Maharashtra —
launched a ‘civil disobedience’
movement by sowing HTBt cot
ton to protest against the Centre’s
ban on GM crops. Over 1,000
farmers had participated in the
movement and the farmers
openly deed the ban on GM crop
daring the government to take
action. This year, again, the
Sanghatana has launched a sim
ilar drive and claimed that about
25 per cent of the State’s total cot
ton is under HT cotton, while in
Telangana nearly a tenth of the
cotton crop is covered by HT cot
ton grown on about 56 lakh
acres.

Assam flood situation grim
even as IMD sees more rain

Villagers row a makeshift raft through a flooded field to reach a
safer place at Mayong village in Morigaon district, Assam REUTERS
VINSON KURIAN
Thiruvananthapuram, July 20

Alignment of the raindriving
monsoon trough across North
West India towards the foothills
is such that the intense wet spells
on view would continue vary
ingly for the next few days over
NorthWest India, East India and
NorthEast India, likely aggravat
ing the ooding and landslide
risk in the region.
The Central Water Commis
sion has indicated at the possibil
ity of severe to extreme oods in
the main Brahmaputra River
from Dibrugarh to Dhubri dis
tricts. It is already owing in
severe ood situation in Jorhat
and Sonitpur. Downstream of
Tezpur, the river has started
rising in Guwahati.
Floods and landslides in As
sam have left at least 107 dead
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi assuring Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal of all pos
sible support to ride out the situ
ation. The Assam State Disaster
Management Authority said that
81 had died in the oods, while
26 perished in landslides.
Trough alignment
Meanwhile, the head of the mon
soon trough is in the normal pos
ition over NorthWest India,
while its tail — after breaking
loose o anchor in the Bay of
Bengal a few days ago — has
moved towards the foothills, giv
ing both NorthEast India and ad
joining East India a severe lash
ing, which continued into
Monday.
While it is the southwesterly
winds with boatloads of mois

ture from the Bay of Bengal that
the tail of the trough is attract
ing, at the opposite end, an in
coming western disturbance
and a cyclonic circulation over
SouthWest Rajasthan combine
to draw in rampaging ows
from the Arabian Sea.
The India Meteorological De
partment (IMD) said on Monday
that the convergence of moist
southerly to southwesterly
winds from the Bay would con
tinue over NorthEast and ad
joining East India as would the
same over NorthWest India
from the Arabian Sea ows, over
the next 23 days.
IMD forecasts even more
The IMD has forecast widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy to
very heavy falls over Bihar, hills of
West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya and
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram
and Tripura during the next 45
days and the rainfall intensity
may reduce thereafter.
This could be likely due to an
expected formation of a low
pressure in the Arabian Sea close
to the Kerala coast over the next
few days, which could divert
some of the intense ows
headed into the Bay. Instead, the
West Coast could likely slip un
der a spell of very heavy rainfall
later during this week.
The IMD has forecast fairly
widespread to widespread rain
fall with isolated heavy to very
heavy falls over Jammu & Kash
mir, Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Delhi and Uttar Pra
desh during next two days.

NEWS

After several failed bids, Liberty House now eyes the Indian renewable space
SURESH P IYENGAR
THOMAS K THOMAS
Mumbai, July 20

Having failed to acquire Amtek
Auto, ABG Shipyard and
Bhushan Power through the In
solvency and Bankruptcy pro
cess, Steel tycoon Sanjeev Gupta
is redrawing his India strategy.
Gupta is now eyeing acquisi
tions in India’s renewable space
in addition to opportunities in
steel and aluminium industries.
“Given that India’s demand
for energy is growing and Modi
government’s drive for renew

able energy we will be interested
in investing in this space in In
dia. We are keen on large scale re
newable projects for producing
hydrogen and then producing
hydrogen steel,” Gupta told
BusinessLine in an interview.
Cautious approach
Since 2018, Gupta’s Liberty
House Group has been trying to
acquire several Indian entities as
part of its plans to expand
through a string of acquisitions.
However, the company has so far
managed to get only Adhunik

Metaliks and Zion Steel for 425
crore.
Gupta now wants to adopt a
more cautious approach in In
dia. “In 2018, we had made big
plans to gain momentum. But it
has not worked out as we had
planned. We underestimated
the competition. So we have
learned from that experience
that we should be patient and
not be in a hurry in a place like
India. So far we have managed to
secure one good asset. So our
journey in India continues
though it would take longer

than what we had thought
earlier. We will do things cau
tiously going forward. But India
will be in time one of our biggest
hubs globally,” Gupta added.
Under the new plan, Liberty
House will focus on opportunit
ies in steel, aluminium and re
newable energy. “Over the next
12 months, we would acquire
one more asset at least. So in
stead of putting together a
string of pearls in one go, we will
do it slowly adding one pearl at a
time,” Gupta explained.
“Going forward, we would fo

ing, especially iron ore. Down
stream is not our primary fo
cus,” he said.

Sanjeev Gupta, Founder,
Liberty House Group

cus on steel, aluminium, and re
newable energy. That’s where
you will see us participating in
India. We are interested in min

Amtek Auto fall-out
Liberty House’s bids for Indian
entities, especially in the case of
Amtek Auto, fell through due to
complications in the IBC
process.
“IBC is a great thing that’s
happened to India. It’s what at
tracted us to India. But perhaps
we underestimated the process
and time it would take to stabil
ise the rules. We were perhaps

naive to think that India will go
through with this process
smoothly and quickly when
such laws take generations to
take a nal shape,” Gupta said.
Adhunik & Zion Steel
For now, Liberty is focussing on
ensuring more investments into
Adhunik Metaliks and Zion
Steel.
“The Covid has disrupted the
turnaround plan else we would
have been operational already.
But we plan to start operations
by September. We also have

plans to upgrade and expand
Adhunik,” Gupta said.
When asked about policy sup
port required from the govern
ment, Gupta said that the focus
should only be on supporting in
dustry on the supply side.
“There has been big clean up
in corporate sector postIBC (in
solvency and bankruptcy code)
which is good. Now is the time to
invest again with the support of
banks and nancial institutions.
The government role should be
to boost investment rather than
putting trade barriers,” he said.

Zydus Wellness to focus on
nutrition, immunity play
MEENAKSHI VERMA AMBWANI
New Delhi, July 20

Zydus Wellness Ltd, known for brands such as Complan,
Sugar Free and GluconD, is set to make a stronger play
in the nutrition and immunityboosting space with
new launches across its brands, to meet the evolving
needs of consumers in the pandemic.
Tarun Arora, CEO, Zydus Wellness Ltd, said, “ We have
a portfolio which has a strong nutrition play and our
products are wellpoised to meet consumer’s needs for
healthier lifestyles and we are looking to strengthen
this further. We are in the process of working on launch
ing a new product which oers consumers support in
boosting immunity in the next few weeks.”
Brands integration
Last year, the company had completed the acquisition
of Heinz’s India consumer wellness business that con
sists of brands Nycil, Complan, GluconD and Sampriti
Ghee.
“We have completed the integration process and
have been looking at new launches under all the brands
with strong growth plans. While the spread of the pan
demic delayed some of the plans for 2020, but integra
tion of the business helped reduce costs and enabled us
to become more agile in these challenging times,” he
added.
In line with its strategy, the company has forayed into
the chocolate spreads segment under its brand Nutral
ite. This comes in two variants which include calcium
enriched Nutralite Choco Spread besides the quinoa
based proteinenriched variant. It has been launched
on the ecommerce platform for now. The company
plans to rollout new launches under brands Complan,
GluconD and Sugar Free.
Replying to a query on demand and supply chain
trends, Arora said, “In terms of supply chains, things
have been progressively improving and supply chains
are now running closer to full potential. While local
lockdowns in various regions are still being imposed
but the impact has been minimal and we are leveraging
on learnings from April and May to navigate these
challenges.”
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Centre issues norms for 1lakh crore Agri Infra Fund scheme
UP, with 12,831 cr, gets the highest
allocation followed by Rajasthan at 9,015 cr
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VISHWANATH KULKARNI
Bengaluru, July 20

The Centre has issued
guidelines for nancing un
der the recently announced
1lakh crore Agriculture In
frastructure
Fund
(AIF)
scheme, that seeks to facilit
ate creation and strengthen
ing of postharvest manage
ment
and
marketing
infrastructure across the
country.
Under the scheme, 1lakh
crore will be provided as loan
by banks and nancial insti
tutions to farmers, Farmer
Producer
Organisations
(FPOs), Primary Agriculture
Cooperative Societies, agri
entrepreneurs, startups, and
marketing
cooperatives,
among others, to set up agri
culture infrastructure, such

as supply chain services, in
cluding emarketing plat
form, primary processing
centres, warehouses, silos,
pack houses, assaying units,
sorting and grading units,
cold chains, logistics facilities
and ripening chambers.
Financing under the AIF
will also be extended to viable
projects for building com
munity farming assets, such
as organic input production,
biostimulant
production
units, infrastructure for
smart and precision agricul
ture, projects identied for
providing supply chain infra
structure for cluster of crops,
including export clusters and
projects promoted by cent
ral/ state/ local governments
of their agencies under pub
licprivate partnerships (PPP).

Uttar Pradesh
Rajasthan
Maharashtra
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat
West Bengal
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Punjab
Karnataka
Bihar
Haryana
Telangana
Total*

12,831
9,015
8,460
7,440
7,282
7,260
6,540
5,990
4,713
4,525
3,980
3,900
3,075
1,00,000

*Includes other states and Union Territories

The scheme will be opera
tional from the current nan
cial year till 202930.
Loan component
Disbursements will be made
in the rst four years —
10,000 crore in the current
scal, and 30,000 crore

each over the next three
years. The moratorium for re
payment under this scheme
may vary from six months to
two years, an Agriculture
Ministry note said.
All loans under this nan
cing facility will have an in
terest subvention of 3 per

cent per annum up to a limit
of 2 crore. This subvention
will be available for a max
imum period of seven years.
For loans above 2 crore, the
subvention will be limited to
2 crore, the Ministry said.
The extent and percentage
of funding to private entre
preneurs out of the total n
ancing facility may be xed
by a nationallevel monitor
ing committee consisting of
ocials from the Agriculture
Ministry, states and NABARD,
that will steer, guide and im
plement the project.
A Credit Guarantee cover
age will be available for eli
gible borrowers from this n
ancing facility under the
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust
for Micro and Small Enter
prises for loans up to 2
crore. The fee for this cover
age will be paid by the gov
ernment.
All scheduled commercial

banks, scheduled cooperat
ive banks, regional rural
banks, small finance banks,
NBFCs, and National Cooper
ative Development Corpora
tion (NCDC) may participate
in this nancing facility after
signing an MoU with
NABARD/Department
of
Agriculture.
Tentatively six states — Ut
tar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maha
rashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Gu
jarat and West Bengal, are
being allocated over half of
this 1lakh crore fund. The
statewise allocation has been
worked out on the basis of
the total value of agriculture
and allied sectors of the
states.
The Agri Infra Fund will be
managed and monitored
through an online MIS plat
form, and 24 per cent of the
total grantinaid under the
scheme should be utilised for
SC/ST entrepreneurs, it said.

Oilseed imports zoom 226% ‘ 300cr worth illegal HT cottonseeds in the market’
in four years, exports dip 14%
RADHESHYAM JADHAV
Pune, July 20

OUR BUREAU
Ahmedabad, July 20

India is seen importing oilseeds
more aggressively than export
ing it. As per the government
data for past four years, oilseeds
imports to India have jumped
226 per cent as against 14 per
cent dip in exports.
Data from the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade (DGFT),
as compiled by the Solvent Ex
tractors’ Association of India
(SEA), showed that during 2019
20, India exported 1,068,215
tonnes of oilseeds worth 9,391
crore against 1,247,572 tonnes
worth 9,060 crore in 201617.
On the other hand, India im
ported 520,871 tonnes of oil
seeds for 201920 valued at
2,838 crore as against 159,330
tonnes worth 758 crore in
201617.
The SEA informed that under
the current policy, export of oil

seeds are freely allowed. Simil
arly, import is also freely al
lowed with import duty of 30
per cent + 4 per cent special ad
ditional duty (SAD).
“Import of oilseed, a raw ma
terial for domestic oil milling
and solvent extraction industry,
supports the processing and ca
pacity utilisation. The export of
oilseeds are decreasing yearby
year while imports of oilseeds
are rising,” BV Mehta, Executive
Director, SEA, said in a state
ment.
Major oilseeds imported to
India include soyabean at
360,649 (157,049) tonnes, ses
ameseed at 147,169 (87,538)
tonnes and cottonseed at 7,412
(7,868)
tonnes.
Whereas,
groundnut was the largest ex
ported oilseed at 664,442
(489,187) tonnes, followed by
sesameseed at 282,210 (312,003)
tonnes.

About 50 lakh packets of Herbi
cide Tolerant (HT) Bt cotton
(about 24 lakh kg) worth 300
crore are in circulation in Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana and Maha
rashtra, according to the Na
tional Seed Association of India
(NSAI), which says that this
money is being siphoned o
from legal business and goesinto
the hands of illegal players.
Illegal HT seeds are contamin
ating breeding material and par
ent lines of the seed companies,
especially those selling BG2 cot
ton seeds, and State governments
are taking action against licensed
seed companies if HT genes are
found even in a few lots of seeds.
“Now, HTBt cotton is pegged at
about 1520 per cent of total cot
ton cultivation. These 50 lakh
packets of HTBt cotton seeds (of
450 gm each) are making a dent
into seed companies’ revenues.
300 crore is going to illegal play

ers selling HTBt seeds, causing a
huge loss to cottonseed sector in
India,” Indra Shekhar Singh, Dir
ectorPolicy and Outreach, NSAI,
told BusinessLine.
He added that the cotton seed
economy is being disrupted be
cause of ourishing illegal HTBt
trade. The government
must take immediate
steps to stop the cir
culation of these
seeds and initiate
action against
companies mar
keting them.

Contamination
“This has been happen
ing for the last few years
now. NSAI has repeatedly written
to the Centre seeking action. Be
cause of illegal HTBt, the larger
seed sector has been contamin
ated and companies doing legal
business are suering because
they are being punished even if a
small amount of HTBtis found in

their seed lot. We are for techno
logy but not at the cost of India’s
sovereignty. There are legal ways
of bringing technology into the
country, let us follow procedure
abiding by independent agro
nomy, biosafety, analysis, etc,”
said Singh. Industry players
said tthe Centre is
aware of companies
which are into the
illegal business
and alleged that
the elds are be
ing contamin
ated with HTBt
and this was a
way to ‘nish’ legal
seed business.

Unapproved cotton
The Ministry of Agriculture had
informed the Lok Sabha in Febru
ary 2019 that the Department of
Biotechnology had constituted a
Field Inspection and Scientic
Evaluation Committee to invest
igate the production of Bt cotton

seeds with unapproved genes.
The panel found that unap
proved cotton was grown, on an
average, on 15 per cent of the cot
toncultivable area in Andhra Pra
desh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Telangana, and 5 per cent in Pun
jab during the 201718 season.
In June last year, Shetkari
Sanghatana — the apex body of
farmers in Maharashtra —
launched a ‘civil disobedience’
movement by sowing HTBt cot
ton to protest against the Centre’s
ban on GM crops. Over 1,000
farmers had participated in the
movement and the farmers
openly deed the ban on GM crop
daring the government to take
action. This year, again, the
Sanghatana has launched a sim
ilar drive and claimed that about
25 per cent of the State’s total cot
ton is under HT cotton, while in
Telangana nearly a tenth of the
cotton crop is covered by HT cot
ton grown on about 56 lakh
acres.

Assam flood situation grim
even as IMD sees more rain

Villagers row a makeshift raft through a flooded field to reach a
safer place at Mayong village in Morigaon district, Assam REUTERS
VINSON KURIAN
Thiruvananthapuram, July 20

Alignment of the raindriving
monsoon trough across North
West India towards the foothills
is such that the intense wet spells
on view would continue vary
ingly for the next few days over
NorthWest India, East India and
NorthEast India, likely aggravat
ing the ooding and landslide
risk in the region.
The Central Water Commis
sion has indicated at the possibil
ity of severe to extreme oods in
the main Brahmaputra River
from Dibrugarh to Dhubri dis
tricts. It is already owing in
severe ood situation in Jorhat
and Sonitpur. Downstream of
Tezpur, the river has started
rising in Guwahati.
Floods and landslides in As
sam have left at least 107 dead
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi assuring Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal of all pos
sible support to ride out the situ
ation. The Assam State Disaster
Management Authority said that
81 had died in the oods, while
26 perished in landslides.
Trough alignment
Meanwhile, the head of the mon
soon trough is in the normal pos
ition over NorthWest India,
while its tail — after breaking
loose o anchor in the Bay of
Bengal a few days ago — has
moved towards the foothills, giv
ing both NorthEast India and ad
joining East India a severe lash
ing, which continued into
Monday.
While it is the southwesterly
winds with boatloads of mois

ture from the Bay of Bengal that
the tail of the trough is attract
ing, at the opposite end, an in
coming western disturbance
and a cyclonic circulation over
SouthWest Rajasthan combine
to draw in rampaging ows
from the Arabian Sea.
The India Meteorological De
partment (IMD) said on Monday
that the convergence of moist
southerly to southwesterly
winds from the Bay would con
tinue over NorthEast and ad
joining East India as would the
same over NorthWest India
from the Arabian Sea ows, over
the next 23 days.
IMD forecasts even more
The IMD has forecast widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy to
very heavy falls over Bihar, hills of
West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya and
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram
and Tripura during the next 45
days and the rainfall intensity
may reduce thereafter.
This could be likely due to an
expected formation of a low
pressure in the Arabian Sea close
to the Kerala coast over the next
few days, which could divert
some of the intense ows
headed into the Bay. Instead, the
West Coast could likely slip un
der a spell of very heavy rainfall
later during this week.
The IMD has forecast fairly
widespread to widespread rain
fall with isolated heavy to very
heavy falls over Jammu & Kash
mir, Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Delhi and Uttar Pra
desh during next two days.
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After several failed bids, Liberty House now eyes the Indian renewable space
SURESH P IYENGAR
THOMAS K THOMAS
Mumbai, July 20

Having failed to acquire Amtek
Auto, ABG Shipyard and
Bhushan Power through the In
solvency and Bankruptcy pro
cess, Steel tycoon Sanjeev Gupta
is redrawing his India strategy.
Gupta is now eyeing acquisi
tions in India’s renewable space
in addition to opportunities in
steel and aluminium industries.
“Given that India’s demand
for energy is growing and Modi
government’s drive for renew

able energy we will be interested
in investing in this space in In
dia. We are keen on large scale re
newable projects for producing
hydrogen and then producing
hydrogen steel,” Gupta told
BusinessLine in an interview.
Cautious approach
Since 2018, Gupta’s Liberty
House Group has been trying to
acquire several Indian entities as
part of its plans to expand
through a string of acquisitions.
However, the company has so far
managed to get only Adhunik

Metaliks and Zion Steel for 425
crore.
Gupta now wants to adopt a
more cautious approach in In
dia. “In 2018, we had made big
plans to gain momentum. But it
has not worked out as we had
planned. We underestimated
the competition. So we have
learned from that experience
that we should be patient and
not be in a hurry in a place like
India. So far we have managed to
secure one good asset. So our
journey in India continues
though it would take longer

than what we had thought
earlier. We will do things cau
tiously going forward. But India
will be in time one of our biggest
hubs globally,” Gupta added.
Under the new plan, Liberty
House will focus on opportunit
ies in steel, aluminium and re
newable energy. “Over the next
12 months, we would acquire
one more asset at least. So in
stead of putting together a
string of pearls in one go, we will
do it slowly adding one pearl at a
time,” Gupta explained.
“Going forward, we would fo

ing, especially iron ore. Down
stream is not our primary fo
cus,” he said.

Sanjeev Gupta, Founder,
Liberty House Group

cus on steel, aluminium, and re
newable energy. That’s where
you will see us participating in
India. We are interested in min

Amtek Auto fall-out
Liberty House’s bids for Indian
entities, especially in the case of
Amtek Auto, fell through due to
complications in the IBC
process.
“IBC is a great thing that’s
happened to India. It’s what at
tracted us to India. But perhaps
we underestimated the process
and time it would take to stabil
ise the rules. We were perhaps

naive to think that India will go
through with this process
smoothly and quickly when
such laws take generations to
take a nal shape,” Gupta said.
Adhunik & Zion Steel
For now, Liberty is focussing on
ensuring more investments into
Adhunik Metaliks and Zion
Steel.
“The Covid has disrupted the
turnaround plan else we would
have been operational already.
But we plan to start operations
by September. We also have

plans to upgrade and expand
Adhunik,” Gupta said.
When asked about policy sup
port required from the govern
ment, Gupta said that the focus
should only be on supporting in
dustry on the supply side.
“There has been big clean up
in corporate sector postIBC (in
solvency and bankruptcy code)
which is good. Now is the time to
invest again with the support of
banks and nancial institutions.
The government role should be
to boost investment rather than
putting trade barriers,” he said.

Zydus Wellness to focus on
nutrition, immunity play
MEENAKSHI VERMA AMBWANI
New Delhi, July 20

Zydus Wellness Ltd, known for brands such as Complan,
Sugar Free and GluconD, is set to make a stronger play
in the nutrition and immunityboosting space with
new launches across its brands, to meet the evolving
needs of consumers in the pandemic.
Tarun Arora, CEO, Zydus Wellness Ltd, said, “ We have
a portfolio which has a strong nutrition play and our
products are wellpoised to meet consumer’s needs for
healthier lifestyles and we are looking to strengthen
this further. We are in the process of working on launch
ing a new product which oers consumers support in
boosting immunity in the next few weeks.”
Brands integration
Last year, the company had completed the acquisition
of Heinz’s India consumer wellness business that con
sists of brands Nycil, Complan, GluconD and Sampriti
Ghee.
“We have completed the integration process and
have been looking at new launches under all the brands
with strong growth plans. While the spread of the pan
demic delayed some of the plans for 2020, but integra
tion of the business helped reduce costs and enabled us
to become more agile in these challenging times,” he
added.
In line with its strategy, the company has forayed into
the chocolate spreads segment under its brand Nutral
ite. This comes in two variants which include calcium
enriched Nutralite Choco Spread besides the quinoa
based proteinenriched variant. It has been launched
on the ecommerce platform for now. The company
plans to rollout new launches under brands Complan,
GluconD and Sugar Free.
Replying to a query on demand and supply chain
trends, Arora said, “In terms of supply chains, things
have been progressively improving and supply chains
are now running closer to full potential. While local
lockdowns in various regions are still being imposed
but the impact has been minimal and we are leveraging
on learnings from April and May to navigate these
challenges.”
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Centre issues norms for 1lakh crore Agri Infra Fund scheme
UP, with 12,831 cr, gets the highest
allocation followed by Rajasthan at 9,015 cr
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VISHWANATH KULKARNI
Bengaluru, July 20

The Centre has issued
guidelines for nancing un
der the recently announced
1lakh crore Agriculture In
frastructure
Fund
(AIF)
scheme, that seeks to facilit
ate creation and strengthen
ing of postharvest manage
ment
and
marketing
infrastructure across the
country.
Under the scheme, 1lakh
crore will be provided as loan
by banks and nancial insti
tutions to farmers, Farmer
Producer
Organisations
(FPOs), Primary Agriculture
Cooperative Societies, agri
entrepreneurs, startups, and
marketing
cooperatives,
among others, to set up agri
culture infrastructure, such

as supply chain services, in
cluding emarketing plat
form, primary processing
centres, warehouses, silos,
pack houses, assaying units,
sorting and grading units,
cold chains, logistics facilities
and ripening chambers.
Financing under the AIF
will also be extended to viable
projects for building com
munity farming assets, such
as organic input production,
biostimulant
production
units, infrastructure for
smart and precision agricul
ture, projects identied for
providing supply chain infra
structure for cluster of crops,
including export clusters and
projects promoted by cent
ral/ state/ local governments
of their agencies under pub
licprivate partnerships (PPP).

Uttar Pradesh
Rajasthan
Maharashtra
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat
West Bengal
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Punjab
Karnataka
Bihar
Haryana
Telangana
Total*

12,831
9,015
8,460
7,440
7,282
7,260
6,540
5,990
4,713
4,525
3,980
3,900
3,075
1,00,000

*Includes other states and Union Territories

The scheme will be opera
tional from the current nan
cial year till 202930.
Loan component
Disbursements will be made
in the rst four years —
10,000 crore in the current
scal, and 30,000 crore

each over the next three
years. The moratorium for re
payment under this scheme
may vary from six months to
two years, an Agriculture
Ministry note said.
All loans under this nan
cing facility will have an in
terest subvention of 3 per

cent per annum up to a limit
of 2 crore. This subvention
will be available for a max
imum period of seven years.
For loans above 2 crore, the
subvention will be limited to
2 crore, the Ministry said.
The extent and percentage
of funding to private entre
preneurs out of the total n
ancing facility may be xed
by a nationallevel monitor
ing committee consisting of
ocials from the Agriculture
Ministry, states and NABARD,
that will steer, guide and im
plement the project.
A Credit Guarantee cover
age will be available for eli
gible borrowers from this n
ancing facility under the
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust
for Micro and Small Enter
prises for loans up to 2
crore. The fee for this cover
age will be paid by the gov
ernment.
All scheduled commercial

banks, scheduled cooperat
ive banks, regional rural
banks, small finance banks,
NBFCs, and National Cooper
ative Development Corpora
tion (NCDC) may participate
in this nancing facility after
signing an MoU with
NABARD/Department
of
Agriculture.
Tentatively six states — Ut
tar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maha
rashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Gu
jarat and West Bengal, are
being allocated over half of
this 1lakh crore fund. The
statewise allocation has been
worked out on the basis of
the total value of agriculture
and allied sectors of the
states.
The Agri Infra Fund will be
managed and monitored
through an online MIS plat
form, and 24 per cent of the
total grantinaid under the
scheme should be utilised for
SC/ST entrepreneurs, it said.

Oilseed imports zoom 226% ‘ 300cr worth illegal HT cottonseeds in the market’
in four years, exports dip 14%
RADHESHYAM JADHAV
Pune, July 20

OUR BUREAU
Ahmedabad, July 20

India is seen importing oilseeds
more aggressively than export
ing it. As per the government
data for past four years, oilseeds
imports to India have jumped
226 per cent as against 14 per
cent dip in exports.
Data from the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade (DGFT),
as compiled by the Solvent Ex
tractors’ Association of India
(SEA), showed that during 2019
20, India exported 1,068,215
tonnes of oilseeds worth 9,391
crore against 1,247,572 tonnes
worth 9,060 crore in 201617.
On the other hand, India im
ported 520,871 tonnes of oil
seeds for 201920 valued at
2,838 crore as against 159,330
tonnes worth 758 crore in
201617.
The SEA informed that under
the current policy, export of oil

seeds are freely allowed. Simil
arly, import is also freely al
lowed with import duty of 30
per cent + 4 per cent special ad
ditional duty (SAD).
“Import of oilseed, a raw ma
terial for domestic oil milling
and solvent extraction industry,
supports the processing and ca
pacity utilisation. The export of
oilseeds are decreasing yearby
year while imports of oilseeds
are rising,” BV Mehta, Executive
Director, SEA, said in a state
ment.
Major oilseeds imported to
India include soyabean at
360,649 (157,049) tonnes, ses
ameseed at 147,169 (87,538)
tonnes and cottonseed at 7,412
(7,868)
tonnes.
Whereas,
groundnut was the largest ex
ported oilseed at 664,442
(489,187) tonnes, followed by
sesameseed at 282,210 (312,003)
tonnes.

About 50 lakh packets of Herbi
cide Tolerant (HT) Bt cotton
(about 24 lakh kg) worth 300
crore are in circulation in Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana and Maha
rashtra, according to the Na
tional Seed Association of India
(NSAI), which says that this
money is being siphoned o
from legal business and goesinto
the hands of illegal players.
Illegal HT seeds are contamin
ating breeding material and par
ent lines of the seed companies,
especially those selling BG2 cot
ton seeds, and State governments
are taking action against licensed
seed companies if HT genes are
found even in a few lots of seeds.
“Now, HTBt cotton is pegged at
about 1520 per cent of total cot
ton cultivation. These 50 lakh
packets of HTBt cotton seeds (of
450 gm each) are making a dent
into seed companies’ revenues.
300 crore is going to illegal play

ers selling HTBt seeds, causing a
huge loss to cottonseed sector in
India,” Indra Shekhar Singh, Dir
ectorPolicy and Outreach, NSAI,
told BusinessLine.
He added that the cotton seed
economy is being disrupted be
cause of ourishing illegal HTBt
trade. The government
must take immediate
steps to stop the cir
culation of these
seeds and initiate
action against
companies mar
keting them.

Contamination
“This has been happen
ing for the last few years
now. NSAI has repeatedly written
to the Centre seeking action. Be
cause of illegal HTBt, the larger
seed sector has been contamin
ated and companies doing legal
business are suering because
they are being punished even if a
small amount of HTBtis found in

their seed lot. We are for techno
logy but not at the cost of India’s
sovereignty. There are legal ways
of bringing technology into the
country, let us follow procedure
abiding by independent agro
nomy, biosafety, analysis, etc,”
said Singh. Industry players
said tthe Centre is
aware of companies
which are into the
illegal business
and alleged that
the elds are be
ing contamin
ated with HTBt
and this was a
way to ‘nish’ legal
seed business.

Unapproved cotton
The Ministry of Agriculture had
informed the Lok Sabha in Febru
ary 2019 that the Department of
Biotechnology had constituted a
Field Inspection and Scientic
Evaluation Committee to invest
igate the production of Bt cotton

seeds with unapproved genes.
The panel found that unap
proved cotton was grown, on an
average, on 15 per cent of the cot
toncultivable area in Andhra Pra
desh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Telangana, and 5 per cent in Pun
jab during the 201718 season.
In June last year, Shetkari
Sanghatana — the apex body of
farmers in Maharashtra —
launched a ‘civil disobedience’
movement by sowing HTBt cot
ton to protest against the Centre’s
ban on GM crops. Over 1,000
farmers had participated in the
movement and the farmers
openly deed the ban on GM crop
daring the government to take
action. This year, again, the
Sanghatana has launched a sim
ilar drive and claimed that about
25 per cent of the State’s total cot
ton is under HT cotton, while in
Telangana nearly a tenth of the
cotton crop is covered by HT cot
ton grown on about 56 lakh
acres.

Assam flood situation grim
even as IMD sees more rain

Villagers row a makeshift raft through a flooded field to reach a
safer place at Mayong village in Morigaon district, Assam REUTERS
VINSON KURIAN
Thiruvananthapuram, July 20

Alignment of the raindriving
monsoon trough across North
West India towards the foothills
is such that the intense wet spells
on view would continue vary
ingly for the next few days over
NorthWest India, East India and
NorthEast India, likely aggravat
ing the ooding and landslide
risk in the region.
The Central Water Commis
sion has indicated at the possibil
ity of severe to extreme oods in
the main Brahmaputra River
from Dibrugarh to Dhubri dis
tricts. It is already owing in
severe ood situation in Jorhat
and Sonitpur. Downstream of
Tezpur, the river has started
rising in Guwahati.
Floods and landslides in As
sam have left at least 107 dead
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi assuring Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal of all pos
sible support to ride out the situ
ation. The Assam State Disaster
Management Authority said that
81 had died in the oods, while
26 perished in landslides.
Trough alignment
Meanwhile, the head of the mon
soon trough is in the normal pos
ition over NorthWest India,
while its tail — after breaking
loose o anchor in the Bay of
Bengal a few days ago — has
moved towards the foothills, giv
ing both NorthEast India and ad
joining East India a severe lash
ing, which continued into
Monday.
While it is the southwesterly
winds with boatloads of mois

ture from the Bay of Bengal that
the tail of the trough is attract
ing, at the opposite end, an in
coming western disturbance
and a cyclonic circulation over
SouthWest Rajasthan combine
to draw in rampaging ows
from the Arabian Sea.
The India Meteorological De
partment (IMD) said on Monday
that the convergence of moist
southerly to southwesterly
winds from the Bay would con
tinue over NorthEast and ad
joining East India as would the
same over NorthWest India
from the Arabian Sea ows, over
the next 23 days.
IMD forecasts even more
The IMD has forecast widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy to
very heavy falls over Bihar, hills of
West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya and
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram
and Tripura during the next 45
days and the rainfall intensity
may reduce thereafter.
This could be likely due to an
expected formation of a low
pressure in the Arabian Sea close
to the Kerala coast over the next
few days, which could divert
some of the intense ows
headed into the Bay. Instead, the
West Coast could likely slip un
der a spell of very heavy rainfall
later during this week.
The IMD has forecast fairly
widespread to widespread rain
fall with isolated heavy to very
heavy falls over Jammu & Kash
mir, Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Delhi and Uttar Pra
desh during next two days.
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After several failed bids, Liberty House now eyes the Indian renewable space
SURESH P IYENGAR
THOMAS K THOMAS
Mumbai, July 20

Having failed to acquire Amtek
Auto, ABG Shipyard and
Bhushan Power through the In
solvency and Bankruptcy pro
cess, Steel tycoon Sanjeev Gupta
is redrawing his India strategy.
Gupta is now eyeing acquisi
tions in India’s renewable space
in addition to opportunities in
steel and aluminium industries.
“Given that India’s demand
for energy is growing and Modi
government’s drive for renew

able energy we will be interested
in investing in this space in In
dia. We are keen on large scale re
newable projects for producing
hydrogen and then producing
hydrogen steel,” Gupta told
BusinessLine in an interview.
Cautious approach
Since 2018, Gupta’s Liberty
House Group has been trying to
acquire several Indian entities as
part of its plans to expand
through a string of acquisitions.
However, the company has so far
managed to get only Adhunik

Metaliks and Zion Steel for 425
crore.
Gupta now wants to adopt a
more cautious approach in In
dia. “In 2018, we had made big
plans to gain momentum. But it
has not worked out as we had
planned. We underestimated
the competition. So we have
learned from that experience
that we should be patient and
not be in a hurry in a place like
India. So far we have managed to
secure one good asset. So our
journey in India continues
though it would take longer

than what we had thought
earlier. We will do things cau
tiously going forward. But India
will be in time one of our biggest
hubs globally,” Gupta added.
Under the new plan, Liberty
House will focus on opportunit
ies in steel, aluminium and re
newable energy. “Over the next
12 months, we would acquire
one more asset at least. So in
stead of putting together a
string of pearls in one go, we will
do it slowly adding one pearl at a
time,” Gupta explained.
“Going forward, we would fo

ing, especially iron ore. Down
stream is not our primary fo
cus,” he said.

Sanjeev Gupta, Founder,
Liberty House Group

cus on steel, aluminium, and re
newable energy. That’s where
you will see us participating in
India. We are interested in min

Amtek Auto fall-out
Liberty House’s bids for Indian
entities, especially in the case of
Amtek Auto, fell through due to
complications in the IBC
process.
“IBC is a great thing that’s
happened to India. It’s what at
tracted us to India. But perhaps
we underestimated the process
and time it would take to stabil
ise the rules. We were perhaps

naive to think that India will go
through with this process
smoothly and quickly when
such laws take generations to
take a nal shape,” Gupta said.
Adhunik & Zion Steel
For now, Liberty is focussing on
ensuring more investments into
Adhunik Metaliks and Zion
Steel.
“The Covid has disrupted the
turnaround plan else we would
have been operational already.
But we plan to start operations
by September. We also have

plans to upgrade and expand
Adhunik,” Gupta said.
When asked about policy sup
port required from the govern
ment, Gupta said that the focus
should only be on supporting in
dustry on the supply side.
“There has been big clean up
in corporate sector postIBC (in
solvency and bankruptcy code)
which is good. Now is the time to
invest again with the support of
banks and nancial institutions.
The government role should be
to boost investment rather than
putting trade barriers,” he said.

Zydus Wellness to focus on
nutrition, immunity play
MEENAKSHI VERMA AMBWANI
New Delhi, July 20

Zydus Wellness Ltd, known for brands such as Complan,
Sugar Free and GluconD, is set to make a stronger play
in the nutrition and immunityboosting space with
new launches across its brands, to meet the evolving
needs of consumers in the pandemic.
Tarun Arora, CEO, Zydus Wellness Ltd, said, “ We have
a portfolio which has a strong nutrition play and our
products are wellpoised to meet consumer’s needs for
healthier lifestyles and we are looking to strengthen
this further. We are in the process of working on launch
ing a new product which oers consumers support in
boosting immunity in the next few weeks.”
Brands integration
Last year, the company had completed the acquisition
of Heinz’s India consumer wellness business that con
sists of brands Nycil, Complan, GluconD and Sampriti
Ghee.
“We have completed the integration process and
have been looking at new launches under all the brands
with strong growth plans. While the spread of the pan
demic delayed some of the plans for 2020, but integra
tion of the business helped reduce costs and enabled us
to become more agile in these challenging times,” he
added.
In line with its strategy, the company has forayed into
the chocolate spreads segment under its brand Nutral
ite. This comes in two variants which include calcium
enriched Nutralite Choco Spread besides the quinoa
based proteinenriched variant. It has been launched
on the ecommerce platform for now. The company
plans to rollout new launches under brands Complan,
GluconD and Sugar Free.
Replying to a query on demand and supply chain
trends, Arora said, “In terms of supply chains, things
have been progressively improving and supply chains
are now running closer to full potential. While local
lockdowns in various regions are still being imposed
but the impact has been minimal and we are leveraging
on learnings from April and May to navigate these
challenges.”
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Centre issues norms for 1lakh crore Agri Infra Fund scheme
UP, with 12,831 cr, gets the highest
allocation followed by Rajasthan at 9,015 cr
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VISHWANATH KULKARNI
Bengaluru, July 20

The Centre has issued
guidelines for nancing un
der the recently announced
1lakh crore Agriculture In
frastructure
Fund
(AIF)
scheme, that seeks to facilit
ate creation and strengthen
ing of postharvest manage
ment
and
marketing
infrastructure across the
country.
Under the scheme, 1lakh
crore will be provided as loan
by banks and nancial insti
tutions to farmers, Farmer
Producer
Organisations
(FPOs), Primary Agriculture
Cooperative Societies, agri
entrepreneurs, startups, and
marketing
cooperatives,
among others, to set up agri
culture infrastructure, such

as supply chain services, in
cluding emarketing plat
form, primary processing
centres, warehouses, silos,
pack houses, assaying units,
sorting and grading units,
cold chains, logistics facilities
and ripening chambers.
Financing under the AIF
will also be extended to viable
projects for building com
munity farming assets, such
as organic input production,
biostimulant
production
units, infrastructure for
smart and precision agricul
ture, projects identied for
providing supply chain infra
structure for cluster of crops,
including export clusters and
projects promoted by cent
ral/ state/ local governments
of their agencies under pub
licprivate partnerships (PPP).

Uttar Pradesh
Rajasthan
Maharashtra
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat
West Bengal
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Punjab
Karnataka
Bihar
Haryana
Telangana
Total*

12,831
9,015
8,460
7,440
7,282
7,260
6,540
5,990
4,713
4,525
3,980
3,900
3,075
1,00,000

*Includes other states and Union Territories

The scheme will be opera
tional from the current nan
cial year till 202930.
Loan component
Disbursements will be made
in the rst four years —
10,000 crore in the current
scal, and 30,000 crore

each over the next three
years. The moratorium for re
payment under this scheme
may vary from six months to
two years, an Agriculture
Ministry note said.
All loans under this nan
cing facility will have an in
terest subvention of 3 per

cent per annum up to a limit
of 2 crore. This subvention
will be available for a max
imum period of seven years.
For loans above 2 crore, the
subvention will be limited to
2 crore, the Ministry said.
The extent and percentage
of funding to private entre
preneurs out of the total n
ancing facility may be xed
by a nationallevel monitor
ing committee consisting of
ocials from the Agriculture
Ministry, states and NABARD,
that will steer, guide and im
plement the project.
A Credit Guarantee cover
age will be available for eli
gible borrowers from this n
ancing facility under the
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust
for Micro and Small Enter
prises for loans up to 2
crore. The fee for this cover
age will be paid by the gov
ernment.
All scheduled commercial

banks, scheduled cooperat
ive banks, regional rural
banks, small finance banks,
NBFCs, and National Cooper
ative Development Corpora
tion (NCDC) may participate
in this nancing facility after
signing an MoU with
NABARD/Department
of
Agriculture.
Tentatively six states — Ut
tar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maha
rashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Gu
jarat and West Bengal, are
being allocated over half of
this 1lakh crore fund. The
statewise allocation has been
worked out on the basis of
the total value of agriculture
and allied sectors of the
states.
The Agri Infra Fund will be
managed and monitored
through an online MIS plat
form, and 24 per cent of the
total grantinaid under the
scheme should be utilised for
SC/ST entrepreneurs, it said.

Oilseed imports zoom 226% ‘ 300cr worth illegal HT cottonseeds in the market’
in four years, exports dip 14%
RADHESHYAM JADHAV
Pune, July 20

OUR BUREAU
Ahmedabad, July 20

India is seen importing oilseeds
more aggressively than export
ing it. As per the government
data for past four years, oilseeds
imports to India have jumped
226 per cent as against 14 per
cent dip in exports.
Data from the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade (DGFT),
as compiled by the Solvent Ex
tractors’ Association of India
(SEA), showed that during 2019
20, India exported 1,068,215
tonnes of oilseeds worth 9,391
crore against 1,247,572 tonnes
worth 9,060 crore in 201617.
On the other hand, India im
ported 520,871 tonnes of oil
seeds for 201920 valued at
2,838 crore as against 159,330
tonnes worth 758 crore in
201617.
The SEA informed that under
the current policy, export of oil

seeds are freely allowed. Simil
arly, import is also freely al
lowed with import duty of 30
per cent + 4 per cent special ad
ditional duty (SAD).
“Import of oilseed, a raw ma
terial for domestic oil milling
and solvent extraction industry,
supports the processing and ca
pacity utilisation. The export of
oilseeds are decreasing yearby
year while imports of oilseeds
are rising,” BV Mehta, Executive
Director, SEA, said in a state
ment.
Major oilseeds imported to
India include soyabean at
360,649 (157,049) tonnes, ses
ameseed at 147,169 (87,538)
tonnes and cottonseed at 7,412
(7,868)
tonnes.
Whereas,
groundnut was the largest ex
ported oilseed at 664,442
(489,187) tonnes, followed by
sesameseed at 282,210 (312,003)
tonnes.

About 50 lakh packets of Herbi
cide Tolerant (HT) Bt cotton
(about 24 lakh kg) worth 300
crore are in circulation in Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana and Maha
rashtra, according to the Na
tional Seed Association of India
(NSAI), which says that this
money is being siphoned o
from legal business and goesinto
the hands of illegal players.
Illegal HT seeds are contamin
ating breeding material and par
ent lines of the seed companies,
especially those selling BG2 cot
ton seeds, and State governments
are taking action against licensed
seed companies if HT genes are
found even in a few lots of seeds.
“Now, HTBt cotton is pegged at
about 1520 per cent of total cot
ton cultivation. These 50 lakh
packets of HTBt cotton seeds (of
450 gm each) are making a dent
into seed companies’ revenues.
300 crore is going to illegal play

ers selling HTBt seeds, causing a
huge loss to cottonseed sector in
India,” Indra Shekhar Singh, Dir
ectorPolicy and Outreach, NSAI,
told BusinessLine.
He added that the cotton seed
economy is being disrupted be
cause of ourishing illegal HTBt
trade. The government
must take immediate
steps to stop the cir
culation of these
seeds and initiate
action against
companies mar
keting them.

Contamination
“This has been happen
ing for the last few years
now. NSAI has repeatedly written
to the Centre seeking action. Be
cause of illegal HTBt, the larger
seed sector has been contamin
ated and companies doing legal
business are suering because
they are being punished even if a
small amount of HTBtis found in

their seed lot. We are for techno
logy but not at the cost of India’s
sovereignty. There are legal ways
of bringing technology into the
country, let us follow procedure
abiding by independent agro
nomy, biosafety, analysis, etc,”
said Singh. Industry players
said tthe Centre is
aware of companies
which are into the
illegal business
and alleged that
the elds are be
ing contamin
ated with HTBt
and this was a
way to ‘nish’ legal
seed business.

Unapproved cotton
The Ministry of Agriculture had
informed the Lok Sabha in Febru
ary 2019 that the Department of
Biotechnology had constituted a
Field Inspection and Scientic
Evaluation Committee to invest
igate the production of Bt cotton

seeds with unapproved genes.
The panel found that unap
proved cotton was grown, on an
average, on 15 per cent of the cot
toncultivable area in Andhra Pra
desh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Telangana, and 5 per cent in Pun
jab during the 201718 season.
In June last year, Shetkari
Sanghatana — the apex body of
farmers in Maharashtra —
launched a ‘civil disobedience’
movement by sowing HTBt cot
ton to protest against the Centre’s
ban on GM crops. Over 1,000
farmers had participated in the
movement and the farmers
openly deed the ban on GM crop
daring the government to take
action. This year, again, the
Sanghatana has launched a sim
ilar drive and claimed that about
25 per cent of the State’s total cot
ton is under HT cotton, while in
Telangana nearly a tenth of the
cotton crop is covered by HT cot
ton grown on about 56 lakh
acres.

Assam flood situation grim
even as IMD sees more rain

Villagers row a makeshift raft through a flooded field to reach a
safer place at Mayong village in Morigaon district, Assam REUTERS
VINSON KURIAN
Thiruvananthapuram, July 20

Alignment of the raindriving
monsoon trough across North
West India towards the foothills
is such that the intense wet spells
on view would continue vary
ingly for the next few days over
NorthWest India, East India and
NorthEast India, likely aggravat
ing the ooding and landslide
risk in the region.
The Central Water Commis
sion has indicated at the possibil
ity of severe to extreme oods in
the main Brahmaputra River
from Dibrugarh to Dhubri dis
tricts. It is already owing in
severe ood situation in Jorhat
and Sonitpur. Downstream of
Tezpur, the river has started
rising in Guwahati.
Floods and landslides in As
sam have left at least 107 dead
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi assuring Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal of all pos
sible support to ride out the situ
ation. The Assam State Disaster
Management Authority said that
81 had died in the oods, while
26 perished in landslides.
Trough alignment
Meanwhile, the head of the mon
soon trough is in the normal pos
ition over NorthWest India,
while its tail — after breaking
loose o anchor in the Bay of
Bengal a few days ago — has
moved towards the foothills, giv
ing both NorthEast India and ad
joining East India a severe lash
ing, which continued into
Monday.
While it is the southwesterly
winds with boatloads of mois

ture from the Bay of Bengal that
the tail of the trough is attract
ing, at the opposite end, an in
coming western disturbance
and a cyclonic circulation over
SouthWest Rajasthan combine
to draw in rampaging ows
from the Arabian Sea.
The India Meteorological De
partment (IMD) said on Monday
that the convergence of moist
southerly to southwesterly
winds from the Bay would con
tinue over NorthEast and ad
joining East India as would the
same over NorthWest India
from the Arabian Sea ows, over
the next 23 days.
IMD forecasts even more
The IMD has forecast widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy to
very heavy falls over Bihar, hills of
West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya and
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram
and Tripura during the next 45
days and the rainfall intensity
may reduce thereafter.
This could be likely due to an
expected formation of a low
pressure in the Arabian Sea close
to the Kerala coast over the next
few days, which could divert
some of the intense ows
headed into the Bay. Instead, the
West Coast could likely slip un
der a spell of very heavy rainfall
later during this week.
The IMD has forecast fairly
widespread to widespread rain
fall with isolated heavy to very
heavy falls over Jammu & Kash
mir, Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Delhi and Uttar Pra
desh during next two days.
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After several failed bids, Liberty House now eyes the Indian renewable space
SURESH P IYENGAR
THOMAS K THOMAS
Mumbai, July 20

Having failed to acquire Amtek
Auto, ABG Shipyard and
Bhushan Power through the In
solvency and Bankruptcy pro
cess, Steel tycoon Sanjeev Gupta
is redrawing his India strategy.
Gupta is now eyeing acquisi
tions in India’s renewable space
in addition to opportunities in
steel and aluminium industries.
“Given that India’s demand
for energy is growing and Modi
government’s drive for renew

able energy we will be interested
in investing in this space in In
dia. We are keen on large scale re
newable projects for producing
hydrogen and then producing
hydrogen steel,” Gupta told
BusinessLine in an interview.
Cautious approach
Since 2018, Gupta’s Liberty
House Group has been trying to
acquire several Indian entities as
part of its plans to expand
through a string of acquisitions.
However, the company has so far
managed to get only Adhunik

Metaliks and Zion Steel for 425
crore.
Gupta now wants to adopt a
more cautious approach in In
dia. “In 2018, we had made big
plans to gain momentum. But it
has not worked out as we had
planned. We underestimated
the competition. So we have
learned from that experience
that we should be patient and
not be in a hurry in a place like
India. So far we have managed to
secure one good asset. So our
journey in India continues
though it would take longer

than what we had thought
earlier. We will do things cau
tiously going forward. But India
will be in time one of our biggest
hubs globally,” Gupta added.
Under the new plan, Liberty
House will focus on opportunit
ies in steel, aluminium and re
newable energy. “Over the next
12 months, we would acquire
one more asset at least. So in
stead of putting together a
string of pearls in one go, we will
do it slowly adding one pearl at a
time,” Gupta explained.
“Going forward, we would fo

ing, especially iron ore. Down
stream is not our primary fo
cus,” he said.

Sanjeev Gupta, Founder,
Liberty House Group

cus on steel, aluminium, and re
newable energy. That’s where
you will see us participating in
India. We are interested in min

Amtek Auto fall-out
Liberty House’s bids for Indian
entities, especially in the case of
Amtek Auto, fell through due to
complications in the IBC
process.
“IBC is a great thing that’s
happened to India. It’s what at
tracted us to India. But perhaps
we underestimated the process
and time it would take to stabil
ise the rules. We were perhaps

naive to think that India will go
through with this process
smoothly and quickly when
such laws take generations to
take a nal shape,” Gupta said.
Adhunik & Zion Steel
For now, Liberty is focussing on
ensuring more investments into
Adhunik Metaliks and Zion
Steel.
“The Covid has disrupted the
turnaround plan else we would
have been operational already.
But we plan to start operations
by September. We also have

plans to upgrade and expand
Adhunik,” Gupta said.
When asked about policy sup
port required from the govern
ment, Gupta said that the focus
should only be on supporting in
dustry on the supply side.
“There has been big clean up
in corporate sector postIBC (in
solvency and bankruptcy code)
which is good. Now is the time to
invest again with the support of
banks and nancial institutions.
The government role should be
to boost investment rather than
putting trade barriers,” he said.

Zydus Wellness to focus on
nutrition, immunity play
MEENAKSHI VERMA AMBWANI
New Delhi, July 20

Zydus Wellness Ltd, known for brands such as Complan,
Sugar Free and GluconD, is set to make a stronger play
in the nutrition and immunityboosting space with
new launches across its brands, to meet the evolving
needs of consumers in the pandemic.
Tarun Arora, CEO, Zydus Wellness Ltd, said, “ We have
a portfolio which has a strong nutrition play and our
products are wellpoised to meet consumer’s needs for
healthier lifestyles and we are looking to strengthen
this further. We are in the process of working on launch
ing a new product which oers consumers support in
boosting immunity in the next few weeks.”
Brands integration
Last year, the company had completed the acquisition
of Heinz’s India consumer wellness business that con
sists of brands Nycil, Complan, GluconD and Sampriti
Ghee.
“We have completed the integration process and
have been looking at new launches under all the brands
with strong growth plans. While the spread of the pan
demic delayed some of the plans for 2020, but integra
tion of the business helped reduce costs and enabled us
to become more agile in these challenging times,” he
added.
In line with its strategy, the company has forayed into
the chocolate spreads segment under its brand Nutral
ite. This comes in two variants which include calcium
enriched Nutralite Choco Spread besides the quinoa
based proteinenriched variant. It has been launched
on the ecommerce platform for now. The company
plans to rollout new launches under brands Complan,
GluconD and Sugar Free.
Replying to a query on demand and supply chain
trends, Arora said, “In terms of supply chains, things
have been progressively improving and supply chains
are now running closer to full potential. While local
lockdowns in various regions are still being imposed
but the impact has been minimal and we are leveraging
on learnings from April and May to navigate these
challenges.”
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Centre issues norms for 1lakh crore Agri Infra Fund scheme
UP, with 12,831 cr, gets the highest
allocation followed by Rajasthan at 9,015 cr
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VISHWANATH KULKARNI
Bengaluru, July 20

The Centre has issued
guidelines for nancing un
der the recently announced
1lakh crore Agriculture In
frastructure
Fund
(AIF)
scheme, that seeks to facilit
ate creation and strengthen
ing of postharvest manage
ment
and
marketing
infrastructure across the
country.
Under the scheme, 1lakh
crore will be provided as loan
by banks and nancial insti
tutions to farmers, Farmer
Producer
Organisations
(FPOs), Primary Agriculture
Cooperative Societies, agri
entrepreneurs, startups, and
marketing
cooperatives,
among others, to set up agri
culture infrastructure, such

as supply chain services, in
cluding emarketing plat
form, primary processing
centres, warehouses, silos,
pack houses, assaying units,
sorting and grading units,
cold chains, logistics facilities
and ripening chambers.
Financing under the AIF
will also be extended to viable
projects for building com
munity farming assets, such
as organic input production,
biostimulant
production
units, infrastructure for
smart and precision agricul
ture, projects identied for
providing supply chain infra
structure for cluster of crops,
including export clusters and
projects promoted by cent
ral/ state/ local governments
of their agencies under pub
licprivate partnerships (PPP).

Uttar Pradesh
Rajasthan
Maharashtra
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat
West Bengal
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Punjab
Karnataka
Bihar
Haryana
Telangana
Total*

12,831
9,015
8,460
7,440
7,282
7,260
6,540
5,990
4,713
4,525
3,980
3,900
3,075
1,00,000

*Includes other states and Union Territories

The scheme will be opera
tional from the current nan
cial year till 202930.
Loan component
Disbursements will be made
in the rst four years —
10,000 crore in the current
scal, and 30,000 crore

each over the next three
years. The moratorium for re
payment under this scheme
may vary from six months to
two years, an Agriculture
Ministry note said.
All loans under this nan
cing facility will have an in
terest subvention of 3 per

cent per annum up to a limit
of 2 crore. This subvention
will be available for a max
imum period of seven years.
For loans above 2 crore, the
subvention will be limited to
2 crore, the Ministry said.
The extent and percentage
of funding to private entre
preneurs out of the total n
ancing facility may be xed
by a nationallevel monitor
ing committee consisting of
ocials from the Agriculture
Ministry, states and NABARD,
that will steer, guide and im
plement the project.
A Credit Guarantee cover
age will be available for eli
gible borrowers from this n
ancing facility under the
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust
for Micro and Small Enter
prises for loans up to 2
crore. The fee for this cover
age will be paid by the gov
ernment.
All scheduled commercial

banks, scheduled cooperat
ive banks, regional rural
banks, small finance banks,
NBFCs, and National Cooper
ative Development Corpora
tion (NCDC) may participate
in this nancing facility after
signing an MoU with
NABARD/Department
of
Agriculture.
Tentatively six states — Ut
tar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Maha
rashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Gu
jarat and West Bengal, are
being allocated over half of
this 1lakh crore fund. The
statewise allocation has been
worked out on the basis of
the total value of agriculture
and allied sectors of the
states.
The Agri Infra Fund will be
managed and monitored
through an online MIS plat
form, and 24 per cent of the
total grantinaid under the
scheme should be utilised for
SC/ST entrepreneurs, it said.

Oilseed imports zoom 226% ‘ 300cr worth illegal HT cottonseeds in the market’
in four years, exports dip 14%
RADHESHYAM JADHAV
Pune, July 20

OUR BUREAU
Ahmedabad, July 20

India is seen importing oilseeds
more aggressively than export
ing it. As per the government
data for past four years, oilseeds
imports to India have jumped
226 per cent as against 14 per
cent dip in exports.
Data from the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade (DGFT),
as compiled by the Solvent Ex
tractors’ Association of India
(SEA), showed that during 2019
20, India exported 1,068,215
tonnes of oilseeds worth 9,391
crore against 1,247,572 tonnes
worth 9,060 crore in 201617.
On the other hand, India im
ported 520,871 tonnes of oil
seeds for 201920 valued at
2,838 crore as against 159,330
tonnes worth 758 crore in
201617.
The SEA informed that under
the current policy, export of oil

seeds are freely allowed. Simil
arly, import is also freely al
lowed with import duty of 30
per cent + 4 per cent special ad
ditional duty (SAD).
“Import of oilseed, a raw ma
terial for domestic oil milling
and solvent extraction industry,
supports the processing and ca
pacity utilisation. The export of
oilseeds are decreasing yearby
year while imports of oilseeds
are rising,” BV Mehta, Executive
Director, SEA, said in a state
ment.
Major oilseeds imported to
India include soyabean at
360,649 (157,049) tonnes, ses
ameseed at 147,169 (87,538)
tonnes and cottonseed at 7,412
(7,868)
tonnes.
Whereas,
groundnut was the largest ex
ported oilseed at 664,442
(489,187) tonnes, followed by
sesameseed at 282,210 (312,003)
tonnes.

About 50 lakh packets of Herbi
cide Tolerant (HT) Bt cotton
(about 24 lakh kg) worth 300
crore are in circulation in Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana and Maha
rashtra, according to the Na
tional Seed Association of India
(NSAI), which says that this
money is being siphoned o
from legal business and goesinto
the hands of illegal players.
Illegal HT seeds are contamin
ating breeding material and par
ent lines of the seed companies,
especially those selling BG2 cot
ton seeds, and State governments
are taking action against licensed
seed companies if HT genes are
found even in a few lots of seeds.
“Now, HTBt cotton is pegged at
about 1520 per cent of total cot
ton cultivation. These 50 lakh
packets of HTBt cotton seeds (of
450 gm each) are making a dent
into seed companies’ revenues.
300 crore is going to illegal play

ers selling HTBt seeds, causing a
huge loss to cottonseed sector in
India,” Indra Shekhar Singh, Dir
ectorPolicy and Outreach, NSAI,
told BusinessLine.
He added that the cotton seed
economy is being disrupted be
cause of ourishing illegal HTBt
trade. The government
must take immediate
steps to stop the cir
culation of these
seeds and initiate
action against
companies mar
keting them.

Contamination
“This has been happen
ing for the last few years
now. NSAI has repeatedly written
to the Centre seeking action. Be
cause of illegal HTBt, the larger
seed sector has been contamin
ated and companies doing legal
business are suering because
they are being punished even if a
small amount of HTBtis found in

their seed lot. We are for techno
logy but not at the cost of India’s
sovereignty. There are legal ways
of bringing technology into the
country, let us follow procedure
abiding by independent agro
nomy, biosafety, analysis, etc,”
said Singh. Industry players
said tthe Centre is
aware of companies
which are into the
illegal business
and alleged that
the elds are be
ing contamin
ated with HTBt
and this was a
way to ‘nish’ legal
seed business.

Unapproved cotton
The Ministry of Agriculture had
informed the Lok Sabha in Febru
ary 2019 that the Department of
Biotechnology had constituted a
Field Inspection and Scientic
Evaluation Committee to invest
igate the production of Bt cotton

seeds with unapproved genes.
The panel found that unap
proved cotton was grown, on an
average, on 15 per cent of the cot
toncultivable area in Andhra Pra
desh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and
Telangana, and 5 per cent in Pun
jab during the 201718 season.
In June last year, Shetkari
Sanghatana — the apex body of
farmers in Maharashtra —
launched a ‘civil disobedience’
movement by sowing HTBt cot
ton to protest against the Centre’s
ban on GM crops. Over 1,000
farmers had participated in the
movement and the farmers
openly deed the ban on GM crop
daring the government to take
action. This year, again, the
Sanghatana has launched a sim
ilar drive and claimed that about
25 per cent of the State’s total cot
ton is under HT cotton, while in
Telangana nearly a tenth of the
cotton crop is covered by HT cot
ton grown on about 56 lakh
acres.

Assam flood situation grim
even as IMD sees more rain

Villagers row a makeshift raft through a flooded field to reach a
safer place at Mayong village in Morigaon district, Assam REUTERS
VINSON KURIAN
Thiruvananthapuram, July 20

Alignment of the raindriving
monsoon trough across North
West India towards the foothills
is such that the intense wet spells
on view would continue vary
ingly for the next few days over
NorthWest India, East India and
NorthEast India, likely aggravat
ing the ooding and landslide
risk in the region.
The Central Water Commis
sion has indicated at the possibil
ity of severe to extreme oods in
the main Brahmaputra River
from Dibrugarh to Dhubri dis
tricts. It is already owing in
severe ood situation in Jorhat
and Sonitpur. Downstream of
Tezpur, the river has started
rising in Guwahati.
Floods and landslides in As
sam have left at least 107 dead
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi assuring Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal of all pos
sible support to ride out the situ
ation. The Assam State Disaster
Management Authority said that
81 had died in the oods, while
26 perished in landslides.
Trough alignment
Meanwhile, the head of the mon
soon trough is in the normal pos
ition over NorthWest India,
while its tail — after breaking
loose o anchor in the Bay of
Bengal a few days ago — has
moved towards the foothills, giv
ing both NorthEast India and ad
joining East India a severe lash
ing, which continued into
Monday.
While it is the southwesterly
winds with boatloads of mois

ture from the Bay of Bengal that
the tail of the trough is attract
ing, at the opposite end, an in
coming western disturbance
and a cyclonic circulation over
SouthWest Rajasthan combine
to draw in rampaging ows
from the Arabian Sea.
The India Meteorological De
partment (IMD) said on Monday
that the convergence of moist
southerly to southwesterly
winds from the Bay would con
tinue over NorthEast and ad
joining East India as would the
same over NorthWest India
from the Arabian Sea ows, over
the next 23 days.
IMD forecasts even more
The IMD has forecast widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy to
very heavy falls over Bihar, hills of
West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya and
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram
and Tripura during the next 45
days and the rainfall intensity
may reduce thereafter.
This could be likely due to an
expected formation of a low
pressure in the Arabian Sea close
to the Kerala coast over the next
few days, which could divert
some of the intense ows
headed into the Bay. Instead, the
West Coast could likely slip un
der a spell of very heavy rainfall
later during this week.
The IMD has forecast fairly
widespread to widespread rain
fall with isolated heavy to very
heavy falls over Jammu & Kash
mir, Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Delhi and Uttar Pra
desh during next two days.
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After several failed bids, Liberty House now eyes the Indian renewable space
SURESH P IYENGAR
THOMAS K THOMAS
Mumbai, July 20

Having failed to acquire Amtek
Auto, ABG Shipyard and
Bhushan Power through the In
solvency and Bankruptcy pro
cess, Steel tycoon Sanjeev Gupta
is redrawing his India strategy.
Gupta is now eyeing acquisi
tions in India’s renewable space
in addition to opportunities in
steel and aluminium industries.
“Given that India’s demand
for energy is growing and Modi
government’s drive for renew

able energy we will be interested
in investing in this space in In
dia. We are keen on large scale re
newable projects for producing
hydrogen and then producing
hydrogen steel,” Gupta told
BusinessLine in an interview.
Cautious approach
Since 2018, Gupta’s Liberty
House Group has been trying to
acquire several Indian entities as
part of its plans to expand
through a string of acquisitions.
However, the company has so far
managed to get only Adhunik

Metaliks and Zion Steel for 425
crore.
Gupta now wants to adopt a
more cautious approach in In
dia. “In 2018, we had made big
plans to gain momentum. But it
has not worked out as we had
planned. We underestimated
the competition. So we have
learned from that experience
that we should be patient and
not be in a hurry in a place like
India. So far we have managed to
secure one good asset. So our
journey in India continues
though it would take longer

than what we had thought
earlier. We will do things cau
tiously going forward. But India
will be in time one of our biggest
hubs globally,” Gupta added.
Under the new plan, Liberty
House will focus on opportunit
ies in steel, aluminium and re
newable energy. “Over the next
12 months, we would acquire
one more asset at least. So in
stead of putting together a
string of pearls in one go, we will
do it slowly adding one pearl at a
time,” Gupta explained.
“Going forward, we would fo

ing, especially iron ore. Down
stream is not our primary fo
cus,” he said.

Sanjeev Gupta, Founder,
Liberty House Group

cus on steel, aluminium, and re
newable energy. That’s where
you will see us participating in
India. We are interested in min

Amtek Auto fall-out
Liberty House’s bids for Indian
entities, especially in the case of
Amtek Auto, fell through due to
complications in the IBC
process.
“IBC is a great thing that’s
happened to India. It’s what at
tracted us to India. But perhaps
we underestimated the process
and time it would take to stabil
ise the rules. We were perhaps

naive to think that India will go
through with this process
smoothly and quickly when
such laws take generations to
take a nal shape,” Gupta said.
Adhunik & Zion Steel
For now, Liberty is focussing on
ensuring more investments into
Adhunik Metaliks and Zion
Steel.
“The Covid has disrupted the
turnaround plan else we would
have been operational already.
But we plan to start operations
by September. We also have

plans to upgrade and expand
Adhunik,” Gupta said.
When asked about policy sup
port required from the govern
ment, Gupta said that the focus
should only be on supporting in
dustry on the supply side.
“There has been big clean up
in corporate sector postIBC (in
solvency and bankruptcy code)
which is good. Now is the time to
invest again with the support of
banks and nancial institutions.
The government role should be
to boost investment rather than
putting trade barriers,” he said.

Zydus Wellness to focus on
nutrition, immunity play
MEENAKSHI VERMA AMBWANI
New Delhi, July 20

Zydus Wellness Ltd, known for brands such as Complan,
Sugar Free and GluconD, is set to make a stronger play
in the nutrition and immunityboosting space with
new launches across its brands, to meet the evolving
needs of consumers in the pandemic.
Tarun Arora, CEO, Zydus Wellness Ltd, said, “ We have
a portfolio which has a strong nutrition play and our
products are wellpoised to meet consumer’s needs for
healthier lifestyles and we are looking to strengthen
this further. We are in the process of working on launch
ing a new product which oers consumers support in
boosting immunity in the next few weeks.”
Brands integration
Last year, the company had completed the acquisition
of Heinz’s India consumer wellness business that con
sists of brands Nycil, Complan, GluconD and Sampriti
Ghee.
“We have completed the integration process and
have been looking at new launches under all the brands
with strong growth plans. While the spread of the pan
demic delayed some of the plans for 2020, but integra
tion of the business helped reduce costs and enabled us
to become more agile in these challenging times,” he
added.
In line with its strategy, the company has forayed into
the chocolate spreads segment under its brand Nutral
ite. This comes in two variants which include calcium
enriched Nutralite Choco Spread besides the quinoa
based proteinenriched variant. It has been launched
on the ecommerce platform for now. The company
plans to rollout new launches under brands Complan,
GluconD and Sugar Free.
Replying to a query on demand and supply chain
trends, Arora said, “In terms of supply chains, things
have been progressively improving and supply chains
are now running closer to full potential. While local
lockdowns in various regions are still being imposed
but the impact has been minimal and we are leveraging
on learnings from April and May to navigate these
challenges.”
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